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1 Introduction 

This document presents a text in the Central Buang language with introductory 

notes on the phonology and grammar, and footnotes throughout to draw attention 

to particular features of the language. 

Data for the original study were collected by myself and my wife during several 

months of 1959 and 1960 while living in the village of Mapos under the auspices 

of the Summer Institute of Linguistics.  Central Buang is a language of Melanesian 

stock2, spoken by a group of about 4.500 people living along the valley of the 

Snake River about 30 air miles from Lae3, in the Morobe Province of Papua of 

New Guinea.  The Snake River lies approximately on a line running south-south-

west from Lae towards the Government sub-district office at Mumeng, but sepa-

rated from Lae by the Herzog range of mountains.  The villages in the valley range 

from 3,000’–6,000’ in altitude. 

There are a number of cognate languages in the area, but those generally referred 

to as Buang are restricted to the valley of the Snake and comprise three main divi-

sions.  These are the headwaters dialect, the central dialect, and the Mangga 

Buang language. The central dialect, to which this paper refers, is spoken in the 

villages of Pepeḳnë, Seyuggee, Sëhayo, Saggee, Sebulek, Mapos I, Mapos II, 

Humeḳ, Römaröm and Wij.  Data on which this paper is based were obtained 

chiefly from Mapos I.  The story reproduced here was narrated to me by Yakutung 

                                                 
1 This document in its original form was presented in 1962 as a thesis in Linguistics to the Faculty of the 

Graduate School of the University of Pennsylvania in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of 
Master of Arts. The author’s knowledge of the language has improved somewhat since then, and this present 
paper reflects that in so far as the early sections of the paper on phonology and grammar have been signifi-
cantly revised. Spelling has also been changed to be in line with the current orthography being used for the 
language. 

2 Buang is an Austronesian language of the North New Guinea Branch of the Western Oceanic group of Ma-
layo-Polynesian Languages. 

3 By road it is approximately 90–100km. 
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Ruk, a Mapos man of perhaps 45 years4.  It was recorded on tape and later tran-

scribed at leisure, with little attempt at editing beyond omitting one or two words 

where Yakutung made a mistake and consciously went back and corrected him-

self, or where intonation indicated that he had made a mistake. 

The story in the original thesis as told by Yakutung ended with the provision of a 

wife for Ratuk. For completeness, I have added the parts pertaining to the attack 

on their mother, and their return up the valley of the Snake, from a version told 

by another narrator and published in a supplementary reader. The two versions, as 

far as the first part is concerned, are very similar, but not identical in wording. 

The name of the second narrator is now unknown. This story is well known, and is 

as near as the Buangs come to a description of their origin.  This particular version 

belongs to one of the three main clans represented in the village of Mapos, namely 

Peġup.  At the time this paper was first written, little detailed study of the Buangs 

had been carried out to the author’s knowledge, beyond their appearance as a 

name in some publications, and some articles in the journals bearing on their 

unique methods of disposing of their dead (e.g. Vial 1936-7)5.  A French anthro-

pologist, Mlle Françoise Girard, spent several months among them in the mid 

1950’s, and learned to speak their language to some degree.  Her material is 

mainly of anthropological interest however, and she did not attempt a consistent 

linguistic analysis of any kind, to the author’s knowledge. 

It is difficult to disentangle the history of the Buang people.  They are a group 

somewhat isolated in the Snake Valley, and differ from their neighbours in the 

importance they give to the cultivation of the yam6, and the care they take of their 

yam gardens.  There are at least three main groups represented in the central dia-

lect, related to the three main clans that exist in the central villages.  One of these 

groups, the one which has been in the valley the longest, probably migrated down 

from the headwaters of the Snake.  Another group has affinities with villages over 

the eastern ridge and down towards the coast, and one series of stories comes 

from this area.  At least one village was wiped out by the Buangs in this direction, 

and a few survivors came over to join the people in the Snake Valley.  The third 

group has probably come up the valley in one or more waves, driven from the in-

                                                 
4 Now deceased. 

5 Since that time a number of studies have been made. Refer to articles in the References section by Girard, 
Healey, Hooley, Sankoff and Zimmerman. Not all possibilities are listed. 

6 Various Dioscorea cultivars. 
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terior by the infamous speakers of the Angan languages.  Considerable intermar-

riage has taken place among these groups, and it is difficult to trace relationships. 

At the time of their first contact with white people, the Buangs lives were centred 

around hunting, gardening and fighting. Their clothing was bark, and various 

types of grass skirt; their houses were poorly constructed, built mainly on the 

ground, from logs, dried pandanus leaves, and whole unwoven reeds, known in 

Tok Pisin as pitpit.  Villages are a more recent introduction as a result of pressure 

from the white administration and the Mission.  In those earlier times, the com-

munity was bound loosely together by the men’s houses where the unmarried men 

slept, and by the clan.  Married men would also frequently sleep in the men’s 

houses, and here the weapons were stored, magic ceremonies carried out, and 

fights planned.  Their artefacts consisted of carved weapons—clubs and spears, 

bows and arrows,—string bags, clay pots traded from the coastal people7, stone 

adzes, drums, and a number of decorations and articles used for fighting and danc-

ing, not to mention their bark cloth used for many things.  They were cannibals, 

they practised magic, both good and bad.  They were, and, to a certain extent, still 

are subsistence croppers, their main foods being yam, sweet potato, bananas, sug-

arcane and various greens and other items.  These have been supplemented by 

some European vegetables, and by oranges planted originally by the missionaries.  

Domestic animals were dogs and pigs, supplemented now by fowls.  Meat was in 

short supply, supplied only by the occasional domestic pig, or any animals caught 

in the bush.  These latter do not seem to have been plentiful enough to have made 

a significant addition to the diet. 

Since the imposition of white administration, the old way of life has to some ex-

tent broken down, due largely to the fact that many of the young men leave the 

villages in order to work in the coastal towns.  In the 1950’s and 1960’s Buangs 

were well known as servants to government officers and other white people. To-

day they are found filling much more diverse roles. Coffee has been introduced 

into the valley as a cash crop and has a reasonable amount of success. Other 

schemes, such as cattle, were tried, but none seem to have been widely adopted. 

One lady developed her own bakery and for several years had quite a successful 

business selling bread, buns, and sausage rolls. 

                                                 
7 There were actually two sources of the clay cooking pots which were of different shapes. Some pots did in-

deed come from the coast, but some also came from somewhere along the Watut River. Both kinds were ob-
tained by trading. 
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2 Phonology 

The chart of consonants at the beginning of section 2.1, and of vowels at the be-

ginning of section 2.2, give the actual phonetic shape of Central Buang sounds. In 

the text below the chart, the phonetic symbols are given again between square 

brackets […], and the orthographic symbols used between diamond brackets 

<…>.Elsewhere, the examples, and the text itself, are all presented in the current 

orthography. 

2.1 Consonants 

 Bilabial Dental Alveo-Palatal Velar Labio-Velar Uvular 

Voiceless Stops p t ʧ k kʷ q 

Voiced Prensalized Stops ͫb ⁿd ⁿʤ ŋɡ ŋɡʷ ɴɢ 

Voiced Continuants β l̪ ɾ/l ɣ ˠw/w ʁ 

Nasals m n ɲ ŋ ŋʷ ɴ 

Semi-vowel   j    

Voiceless Obstruents: [p, t, k, kʷ, q] <p, t, k, kw, ḳ> are voiceless stops at the 

bilabial, dental, velar, labiovelar, and uvular points of articulation. [ʧ] <s> is a 

voiceless sibilant which tends to affricate articulation, and with some speakers in 

some environments occurs as [ty]. It functions as part of the series of voiceless ob-

struents by filling the lacuna in that series at the alveo-palatal point of articula-

tion. 

Voiced Obstruents: [  ͫb, ⁿd,  ŋɡ,  ŋɡʷ, ɴɢ] <b, d, g, gw, ġ> are voiced stops at the 

positions corresponding to those of the voiceless stops. They are always pre-

nasalized with the corresponding homorganic nasal. [ⁿʤ] <j>is a voiced sibilant 

which tends to affricate articulation, and is also pre-nasalized. 

Voiced Continuants: [β, ɣ, ʁ] <v, gg, h>are voiced fricatives at the bilabial, ve-

lar, and uvular points of articulation. [l̪] <l>is a dental lateral tending to frica-

tive articulation. [ɾ/l] <r>is a flap with retroflex or lateral articulation. Some 

speakers tend to produce one or the other of these possibilities exclusively, but in 

general the articulation of these two variants is free and independent of condition-

ing factors. [ˠw/w] <w>is a bilabial semivowel, but again it is interpreted as be-

longing in this position on the chart because it fills a lacuna in the labiovelar posi-

tion, and because, together with [l̪] and [ɾ/l] it shows the same kind of grammati-

cal correlation as the other members of the continuant series. The voiced velar 
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fricative onglide [ˠw]occurs following shewa word medially, [w] occurs in other 

environments. 

Nasals: [m, n, ɲ, ŋ, ŋʷ, ɴ] <m, n, ny, ng, ngw, nġ> are voiced nasals at the re-

spective points of articulation. No minimal contrasts in identical environments 

have been found for [ŋ] in contrast to [ɴ], but the evidence is clear that they are, 

in fact; distinct. E.g. 

 

[ⁿdeŋ] 'man's name' 

[ⁿʤeᶺɴ] 'man's name' 

[ʧi:ŋ] ‘salt crystals made from local plants' 

[ŋəʧiᶺɴ] ‘variety of reed (Saccharum spontaneum L.)' 

 

Semivowels: [j] <y> is a palatal semivowel, but tends to fricative articulation. 

2.2 The Vowel Phonemes 

 Front Central Back 

High i i:  u u: 

Mid e e: (ə)* o o: 

Low ɛ ɛ: a a: ɔ ɔ: 

* [ə] <e> is a prominent feature of Buang phonology, but is not contrastive.  

The vowels: [i, e, ɛ] <i, ë, e> are front unrounded vowels at the high close, mid 

close and mid open positions. [u, o, ɔ] <u, o, ö>are the corresponding back 

rounded vowels. [a] <a> is a low open central vowel. Length is a contrastive fea-

ture occurring with each vowel is indicated by reduplication of the vowel. 

Each of the front vowels, both short and long, have an allophone which consists of 

a glide from the vowel towards the mid central position on the chart. This allo-

phone occurs before any of the uvular phonemes. 

2.3 Non-phonemic items 

[h] occurs as a voiceless release of short word final vowels, and is not phonemic. 

Glottal stop occurs in children’s speech in place of the voiceless uvular stop8. 

Shewa is also non-phonemic, but is discussed in more detail in section 2.5 below. 

                                                 
8 It also occurs in a few exclamations such as arë' ‘Look out!’. 
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2.4 Distribution of the Phonemes 

2.4.1 General Distribution 

Five basic syllable patterns may be set up, and all the words consist of these pat-

terns, or combinations of them. These patterns are as follows: 

C Any consonant may occur associated with a non-phonemic shewa so 

it was decided to posit a C syllable. It can never occur on its own, 

but only as an unstressed syllable in a word. 

 g.ḳo ‘he will get’ 

 ġaġ.k ‘speech/message’ 

Writing Buang without the shewa made it difficult to read, so these 

words are normally written geḳo and ġaġek. 

V This occurs independently as a word in only a few cases: 

 o ‘What did you say?’ 

 ëë ‘Yes’ 

VC There are only three clear cases in which this pattern occurs in inde-

pendent words: 

 in ‘purposive’ 

 og ‘so, then’ 

 om ‘therefore’ 

CV This is a much more common syllable type, occurring frequently: 

 to ‘come down’ 

 sa ‘I’ 

 tee ‘mash, stir’ 

CVC This is also a very commonly occurring pattern even in isolation: 

 pip ‘squeeze’ 

 raḳ ‘up, with’ 

 lël ‘bridge, stile’ 

From these a number of other word patterns take their shape, of which the follow-

ing are examples: 

 ata ‘mother’ 

 aggis ‘rope’ 
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 memö ‘spirit’ 

 keseh ‘tip out’ 

 ġadabeng ‘earth works’ (usually man made) 

No vowel or consonant clusters occur. As word patterns become more complicated 

they are more likely to be compounds made up of two or more shorter words: 

 veyivdanidek ‘a type of bird’ 

 veyiv ‘to roll up’ 

 danidek ‘wasp’ 

2.4.2 Specific Distribution 

Consonants: all consonants occur word initial, medial and final with the following 

exceptions: 

1. w and the labialised consonants do not occur word final, nor does ny. 

2. No contrast has been found between gg and h word final. 

3. The semivowel y is very rare word finally. Only one example, nġaray, a 

kind of tree has been found. 

Vowels: all vowels (including a and the long vowels) occur in stressed syllables9 in 

medial and final positions in words, but not initial10. The vowel a also occurs word 

initially and in unstressed syllables. In unstressed syllables, the only contrast is be-

tween a and shewa. Shewa may not occur in word final position or in stressed syl-

lables, bit it is necessary to have a way to handle it orthographically. Except for a 

few special cases, the contrast between the other vowels is neutralised in un-

stressed syllables, so shewa could be considered an allophone of almost any one of 

them. It was decided to choose e for the orthography based on the fact that in 

singing, e often appears in place of the shewa. 

Except in fast speech, shewa also occurs as open transition between words when 

two consonants come together. This transition is not represented in the orthogra-

phy other than as by a space. 

                                                 
9 There are a few words which appear to violate this rule, one of them being lövë ‘to go downstream’. Most of 

these occurrences consist of more than one morpheme, as for example luho ‘they two’, lööho ‘they three’, and 
yuto ‘brain’ (yu ‘head’, to ‘top’), all of which are stressed on the first syllable, but lövë, also stressed on the 
first syllable, seems to be a genuine exception. 

10 Apart from the few exceptions noted in the list in section 2.4.1 above. 
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2.5 Stress 

A few simple rules may be stated concerning stress, but it is phonemic, although 

without any clear stress contrasts. With the interpretation of shewa as an allo-

phone of e however, stress becomes a more important factor. 

1. Long vowels are always stressed. This rule takes precedence over any of 

those that follow. 

 ra'rii ‘charcoal’ 

 'lööho ‘they three’ 

 ḳa'ḳööḳ ‘ant’ 

2. In two syllable words of the CVCVC pattern, but without long vowels, any 

full vowel is stressed: 

 'ggovek ‘completed’ 

 'rureng ‘small bone from the ear’ 

 pe'ggës ‘sore’ 

 be'gganġ ‘house’ 

If such words contain two a vowels, or a and another full vowel, the second 

syllable is stressed. 

 va'ham ‘your leg’ 

 ha'mon ‘type of yam’ 

 va'nuh ‘carry around neck’ 

 ma'luh ‘man’ 

This rule implies that words of this type having e in both syllables should have 

the stress marked as in 

 me'lep ‘soft’ 

 'merek ‘skilful’ 

3. Two syllable words of the CVCVpattern, any short vowel except shewa in 

the first syllable, and any full vowel in the second, are stressed on the first 

syllable. 

 'dabi ‘fourth female child’ 

 'luho ‘they two’ 
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If the vowel of the first syllable is shewa, then stress falls on the second sylla-

ble. 

 me'mö ‘demon’ 

 'beggi ‘rattan’ 

Orthographically, stress has not been marked in the text. 

4. For words of two syllables with initial a and a short open second syllable, 

stress falls on the first syllable 

 'ama ‘his father’ 

 'arë ‘his name’ 

5. For three syllable words, if a full vowel occurs, it is stressed. If two or more 

such vowels occur, stress usually falls on the first or second syllable.  

 'aggata ‘road’ 

 'taperë ‘potato’ 

 'warawid ‘floating reed’ 

 'jemapi ‘earthquake’ 

But: 

 a'buhek ‘wild sugarcane (Saccharum edule)’ 

‘ da'lödin ‘to sway’ 

6. In longer utterances, the principle stress falls on the last naturally stressed 

syllable of the utterance. Deviations from this rule will not be discussed 

here. 

2.6 Intonation 

The punctuation used in the text, with its typical intonational features, is as fol-

lows. 

1. Fullstop. A falling intonation followed by a pause. 

2. Comma. A level or slightly rising intonation potentially followed by a short 

pause. 

3. Question mark. A falling intonation followed by a sharp final rise. 

4. Exclamation mark. The command intonation is an initial rise followed by 

falling intonation. Intonation of exclamatory utterances varies, and will not 

be discussed further in this paper. 
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These comprise the major intonation patterns of the language. 

3 Morphology 

Those features traditionally falling under the category of morphology are quite 

limited in Buang, and are restricted to two main items. In addition to these, which 

are discussed below, only a few minor particles and some clitics occur; but these 

are of no special interest from a morphological viewpoint. Because of the phono-

logical structure of the language in which two consonants do not fall together 

without the appearance of a medial shewa, there is very little in the way of pre-

dictable morphemic alternation. Features such as assimilation and reduction are 

not widespread, and in general occur only in certain fixed idioms and compound 

words. One example, in Mapos at least, is n, which is often lost in normal speech, 

with compensatory lengthening of the vowel of the syllable in which it occurred. 

For example, i: from in ‘purposive’, or ë from ne- ‘continuative aspect’. 

3.1 Inalienable Possessions 

One of the important dichotomies in the language is between alienable and inal-

ienable possessions. The second of these categories, principally body parts and 

kinship terms, occurs with a series of possessive suffixes which manifest two para-

digms, as follows:11 

 

                                                 
11 Abbreviations used in this paper  are as follows: 

1P first person INC inclusive 

2P second person LOC locative 

3P third person NEG negative 

ACT actual mode O object 

C complement P predicate 

CONT continuative aspect PL plural 

DIM diminutive POT potential mode 

EQ equative or imminent action marker REFL reflexive 

EXC exclusive S subject 

EXCLAM exclamation SG singular 

IDEN identifier SPEC specific 

  VOC vocative 
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 I II  I II 

First SG -ġ -k First PL INC -d -sed 

   First PL EXC -min -pin 

Second SG -m -p Second PL -min -pin 

Third SG ø/-n -s Third PL -j -sej 

Dual and trial suffixes are identical to those for the plural. Series II is very limited 

in occurrence, with almost all examples being monosyllabic words12. The third 

singular form is taken as the basic root morpheme for listing in the dictionary. 

Whether the final n of a few third person singular forms, and the final s in the Se-

ries II group, are part of the root or are suffixes is a moot point.  

Single syllable inalienable possessions whose roots have the vowel e in third per-

son occur with the vowel ö in the first person singular and plural exclusive, and in 

the second person. For example: ben ‘his home’, he bömin ‘our.EXCL home’, vesej 

‘their brother-in-law’, sa vök ‘my brother-in-law’. 

3.2 Verb Morphology 

The only other important affixation phenomenon appears with the verbs, certain 

of which take prefixes for person and mode and continuative aspect. The features 

which may be distinguished are: 

a. Mode 

b. Person indicated by root 

c. First person indicated by prefix a- 

d. Person indicated by personal pronoun and pronoun prefix 

e. Continuative aspect 

3.2.1 Mode: 

Two modes are indicated in the language, actual and potential13, but only in cer-

tain verbs. This affixation takes place only with verbs whose roots begin with cer-

tain consonant phonemes, but not all verbs whose roots begin with these pho-

nemes will show mode changes. Thus it is not possible to predict which verbs will 

show this phenomenon, only some of those which will not. 

                                                 
12 One exception is newis ‘nest’, although this ordinarily only occurs in third person singular and plural. 

13 These could equally well be called realis and irrealis. 
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Taking the actual mode as the basic form of the root, then there is a class of verbs 

taken from those whose actual mode begins with a voiced continuant, as defined 

above under section 2.1, whose potential mode begins with the corresponding 

voiced prenasalised stop at the same point of articulation. In addition to this, cer-

tain verbs beginning with y in the actual mode have a potential form with the root 

initial n; and certain verbs with an actual mode beginning with s have a potential 

mode beginning with ng. This phenomenon is the reason for the special grouping 

of the consonant phonemes in the chart in section 2.1. The following examples il-

lustrate this feature: 

vuv ‘cut.ACT lövë ‘go.downsteam.ACT’ 

buv ‘cut.POT’ dövë ‘go.downstream.POT’ 
    

rur ‘pick.ACT’ ggevek ‘crawl.ACT’ 

jur ‘pick.POT’ gevek ‘crawl.POT’ 
    

ya ‘go.ACT’ sis ‘hit/kill.ACT’ 

na ‘go.POT’ ngis ‘hit/kill.POT’ 

Certain other verbs take a prefix to indicate mode. The third person mode prefix 

in this case is ø- ‘ACT’, ge- ‘POT’. 

ḳo ‘bring.3P.ACT vonġ ‘do.3P.ACT’ 

geḳo ‘bring.3P.POT’ gevonġ ‘do.3P.POT’ 

3.2.2 Person indicated by root: 

So far, the examples given have been such that all forms beginning with a velar 

have been restricted to the third person. Nor has there been any mention made of 

the labialised velars, or the uvular initial forms. This is because these latter fea-

tures are connected with person as well as mode. The relationship may be briefly 

described as follows: 

Verbs whose roots begin with gg/g in the third person actual/potential mode re-

spectively occur with h/ġ in the first person and w/gw in the second person. Verbs 

which occur with the prefix ø/ge- in the third person, occur with he-/ġe- (or ha-

/ġa-) in the first person and with ġe-/gwe- in the second person. Verbs whose roots 
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begin with k in the third person, occur with ḳ in the first person, and with kw in 

the second. 

 ‘crawl’ ‘make/do’ ‘bring’ ‘get up’ 

1P.POT ġevek ġevonġ ġaḳo ḳedi 

2P.POT gwevek gwevonġ gweḳo kwedi 

3P.POT gevek gevonġ geḳo kedi 
     

1P.ACT hevek hevonġ haḳo ḳedi 

2P.ACT wevek ġevonġ/vonġ ġeḳo/ḳo ḳedi 

3P.ACT ggevek vong ḳo kedi 

3.2.3 First person indicated by prefix a- 

There is a prefix a- which occurs on single syllable verbs to indicate first person. 

For example: hil aha ‘we ate’, hil aġa ‘we will eat, hil ayah ‘we went back’, hil anah 

‘we will go back’. It does not occur following a vowel, so it does not occur follow-

ing he ‘we(excl.)’. But if something ending in a consonant intervenes, then it reap-

pears, as in he rëḳ ana ‘we will go’, alu rëḳ angis ‘we two will hit (them)’. It does 

not seem to occur following sa ‘I’, even when something intervenes, but this needs 

to be explored further. 

There are three verbs that take prefixes ġa-/ha- in the first person instead of the 

expected ġe-/he-. These are lë ‘see’, nġo ‘hear/sense’ and ḳo ‘take/bring’. This has 

been interpreted to be the same first person prefix, but it is not clear why it only 

occurs with these three verbs. Further, with these three verbs, it also occurs in the 

singular as in sa hale ‘I saw’, sa ġanġo rë ‘I will hear (it) first’. 

3.2.4 Person indicated by personal pronoun and pronoun prefix 

In the case of vonġ ‘make/do’, and ḳo ‘bring’ in the chart in section 3.2.2 above, 

the gwe- of the potential aspect also functions as a second person pronoun prefix. 

In fact in the second person actual, ġe- only occurs in the singular. The plural oc-

curs with the free pronoun, for example gwevonġ ‘you.SG do it’, ham gwevonġ 

‘you.PL do it’; but ġevonġ ‘you.SG did it’, ham vonġ ‘you.PL did it’. This also applies 

to verbs other than those beginning with initial velar. For example: gwetul ‘you.SG 
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pound’, ġetul ‘you.SG pounded’, ham gwetul ‘you.PL pound’, ham tul ‘you.PL 

pounded’ 

The free first person singular pronoun sa ‘I’ also occurs as a prefix se- before verbs 

which are stressed on the first syllable of the root. The second person singular 

pronoun takes the form ġe- when affixed to verbs. The following are examples of 

the occurrence of these prefixes: 

sehevek ‘I crawled’ setul ‘I pounded’ 

ġegwevek14 ‘you.SG will crawl’ ġewevek ‘you.SG crawled’ 

For emphasis, the free second person singular pronoun may occur as well, as in 

honġ ġegwevek ‘you, you crawl’. 

Third person singular is not marked on verbs15, third person plural is indicated by 

the prefix de-. In other cases where it is necessary to indicate person clearly, the 

free pronoun forms are used. 

kedi ‘he got up’ dekedi ‘they got up’ 

hil ḳedi ‘we.INC got up’ he ḳedi ‘we.EXCL got up’ 

3.2.5 Continuative aspect 

Verbs may also occur in continuative aspect to indicate an action going on over a 

period of time. This is marked by a prefix ne- which normally appears between 

any person and mode prefixes which may be present. E.g. 

 Avëh ti ya ne-do vu Jën. 

 woman one ACT.go CONT.remain at Jën 

 ‘A woman went and was living at Jen.’ 

4 Syntax 

4.1 Word Classes 

There are three major word classes in Buang, and a minor one. They are as fol-

lows: 

                                                 
14 If the first vowel of the stem is a u however, as in gguvek ‘to get wet, drenched’, the second person set is ġu-

vek/huvek. That is they match the first person. 

15 Except that verbs beginning with a front g or k, are recognisably third person, and in the absence of a plural 
marker such as de- in the local context, are probably singular. 
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4.1.1 Nouns 

These are characterised by their distribution and by the fact that certain of them 

take a series of inalienable possession suffixes. Pronouns form a small subclass of 

this group. 

4.1.2 Verbs 

These are also characterised by their distribution, and by the fact that certain 

members of the class occur with prefixes for mode, aspect and person. These are 

divided into two main subclasses: a) Intransitive verbs which may never take a 

direct object, and b) Transitive verbs which may occur with a direct object. This 

object may be present in a clause merely by implication however, and need not be 

overtly manifested. 

4.1.3 Descriptives 

These are characterised by their distribution in that they may occur immediately 

following a noun, in the position where either another noun, or a verb, may occur, 

and yet they do not have a full distribution of either of the former classes. Some 

members of this class may really be a subclass of verbs, declining in the same 

manner as some of the verbs, namely: 

veriik ‘(to be) black.act’ beriik ‘(to become) black.pot’ 

4.1.4 Particles 

These consist of a limited number of items of various types, which have not been 

further classified. They include conjunctions, question words, exclamations, and 

other particles. A few members of the major classes may also appear here with 

specific applications. The use of conjunctions is frequent but complex. The follow-

ing is a preliminary description of a few of these items: 

ma/me- indicates a close temporal relation between verbs or clauses, such that 

the action of the second verb follows closely upon that of the first. 

ba/be- indicates a looser connection in a general sequence of events, but usually 

events which are somehow viewed as connected. 

ga/ge- indicates simultaneous action; two verbs or clauses united by ge- take 

place at the same time. It is used to indicate somewhat independent or 
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unrelated actions or that someone is starting a new action or series of ac-

tions. 

The ma/ba/ga allomorphs occur as free forms, usually before a pause, while the 

me-/be-/ge- occur as proclitics attached to a following word. These items fre-

quently occur in conjunction with the identifier morpheme lo, in such forms as lob 

(loba); and log (loga)16. Use of these conjunctions usually indicates more of a break 

than the simple forms without lo. There are a number of other conjunctions which 

will appear throughout the story. 

4.2 Clause Types 

There are three principle clause types in the language which may be represented 

as follows: 

I. ±S   +P1   ++ 

II. ±S   +P2   ±O   ++ 

III +S   +C 

The first is a simple intransitive construction, the second is simple transitive17, and 

the third is an equational type. The S represents Subject, which in any of the three 

types may be a simple noun, a noun phrase or a clause. The P represents the 

Predicate, which may be a simple verb or a verb phrase. The O represents Object, 

with the same possibilities of substitution as the Subject, and C represents the 

Complement of an equational clause, and may consist of nouns, noun phrases or 

noun clauses. If Descriptives are considered to be a separate class, then these may 

also occur as Complement in this construction. As well as the basic items listed, 

these narrative type clauses may include additional items indicating such things as 

                                                 
16 A good illustration of the difference between (lo)b and (lo)g is seen in the pair of sentences: 

Ata ḳo nalu lob diiḳ ‘The mother bore a child and it died.’ 

mother bore child and died  

Ata ḳo nalu log diiḳ ‘The mother bore a child and she (the mother) died.’ 

mother bore child and died  

In the first case, the more common experience is that the child might die and it is part of the single process of 
giving birth and the relatively normal sequence. In the second we have two independent actions by the 
mother, somewhat less expected than the first scenario. 

17 But see Hooley 1986. 
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Time, Location, Purpose, Instrument, Manner. These too may be in the form of 

nouns or noun phrases or clauses. Time commonly occurs first in clauses; Instru-

ment follows the Object, and Location follows the Instrument if it is present. 

Examples: 

  Monbuk de-ya ‘In the morning they went.’ 

 morning they-ACT.go  

 

  Sis yi raḳ ġelönġ vu huk-në 

 ACT.hit he ACT.with stone at garden-LOC 

 ‘He hit himself with (or on) a stone at the garden.’ 

The word order of the clauses is as indicated in the formulae above, and order is 

one of the major items for indicating syntactic relationships. In general, more 

complex sentences may be regarded as being combinations of these types. 

4.3 Phrases 

4.3.1 Noun Phrases 

There are various types of noun phrase, as follows: 

Coordinate Noun Phrases: Two (or more) nouns of equal status, joined by intona-

tion or such connectives as los ‘with’, lu18 ‘two’. 

  vahek los pir ‘stringbag and wingbeans’ 

 stringbag with wingbeans  
 

  vahek lu nġaa ‘stringbag and other things’ 

 stringbag two something  
 

Possessive Phrases: The following table shows the personal pronouns, which may 

be used to indicate possession of various items. 

 

 Singular Dual Trial Plural 

First person inclusive sa aluu alöö hil 

First person exclusive  aluu alöö he 

Second person honġ meluu melöö ham 

                                                 
18 The normal form is luu ‘two’, but in constructions like this it is usually shortened to lu. 
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Third person alienable yi luho lööho hir 

Third person inalienable    sir 

 

The form sir is the free form of the pronoun, and is often not used in possessive 

phrases. 

For example: 

sa bööḳ ‘my pig’   hil begganġ ‘our house’ 

hir kopi ‘their coffee’   (sir) nemaj ‘their hands’ 

 

It is not common to find the dual and trial pronouns used directly in this form as 

possessives. They normally take the plural pronoun as well. 

Alu hil nos ‘our (dual) food’   Luho hir ḳupeḳ ‘their (dual) cargo’ 

In certain cases, an ownership morpheme is used with the inalienable possession 

suffixes, as follows: 

höġ ‘mine’   hed ‘our.inc’ 

    hömin ‘our.excl’ 

höm ‘yours’   hömin ‘yours’ 

hen ‘his/hers/its’   hej ‘theirs’ 

 

Effectively, it converts an alienable object to an inalienable. 

Sa höġ vahek ‘my own stringbag’   Höm sakom ‘your own corn’ 

 

Personal names used as possessors also take pronouns: 

  Ratuk yi huk ‘Ratuk’s garden’ 

 Ratuk his garden  
 

TukBul lu MonHes luho hir ḳupeḳ ‘TukBul and MonHes’  

TukBul and MonHes they.two their cargo  belongings 
 

Modified Noun Phrases: Phrases of the form Head plus Modifier are of two types: 

a). The modifier precedes the Headword as in: 

  bik ris ‘taro leaves’  huk ahë ‘garden rubbish’ 

 taro leaf(s)  garden stomach  
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ahëm ngwii ‘your grass skirt’   ḳele degwa ‘foot of tree’ 

stomach.your.sg grass.skirt    tree base  
 

Here only nouns occur as the modifier and the phrase is such that the principle 

stress falls on the descriptive. 

b). In this case the modifier follows the Headword, as in: 

nalu Aġuu ‘firstborn male child’  bël Ravëtov ‘Ravëtov stream’ 

child.his first male   water Ravëtov  
 

buk ngwë ‘another day’   bu maluh ‘his grandson’ 

day another    grandparent.his male  
 

Here the modifier may be a noun or descriptive. If more than one modifier occurs, 

then a noun, if present, will occur next to the Head, and the others will be descrip-

tives. The phrase stress falls on the first member following the Head. 

ḳele pepeb ti ‘a pepeb tree’ 

tree pepeb one  
 

The demonstrative, if present, comes last in the phrase. Buangs are not given to 

using long strings of modifiers, but an example of a longer phrase might be: 

bööḳ böp luu sënë ‘these two big pigs’ 

pig big two these  
 

Pronouns may also function as the head of such phrases. For example: ham ti ‘one 

of you’. 

4.3.2 Verb Phrases 

Any member of the verb class may occur as a simple predicate, but when phrases 

occur, it is necessary to distinguish certain subsets of verbs, with special features 

of distribution. When members of these subsets occur as parts of verb phrases, 

they act as auxiliaries to the main verb in the phrase. This kind of complex verb 

sequence has been found in many Oceanic languages and has been described in 

more recent years under the term Serial Verbs.The main verb may be any member 

of the verb class with the restriction that the same verb does not recur in the same 

phrase, unless a specific idiom is involved. 
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Verbs of Motion:  

ya ‘go’   yam ‘come’   yök ‘to go towards someone’ 

yah ‘go back’   yom ‘come back’   yoh ‘to follow a certain route’ 
 

These and a few others constitute the verbs of motion. Of these, by far the most 

common is ya ‘go’. These particular ones convey mode with many verbs which do 

not show it in other ways. These verbs of motion occur both before and after the 

main verb of the phrase. Their position with respect to the main verb usually indi-

cates whether the motion is considered to take place before or after the action of 

the main verb. A transparent example: 

ya ḳo ‘went and took (it)’   ḳo ya ‘took (it) and went 

 

Verbs of Position: There are only three members to this subclass: 

-do19 ‘sit/stay’   ggëp ‘lie/sleep’ 

vare ‘stand’     
 

Most frequently, members of this subclass occur after the verb of motion if one is 

present, but before the main verb. They may also occur following the main verb, 

however, and again the position indicates the relationship to the action of the 

main verb, as described above under verbs of motion. The potential form medo is 

used to indicate habitual, repeated or ongoing action as far as the main verb is 

concerned, the latter being marked by the continuative aspect prefix ne-. 

 

Bël ggëp ne-ya. ‘the water was flowing’ 

water 3P.ACT.lie CONT-ACT.go  

 

Ratuk vare ne-lë ‘Ratuk was standing watching’ 

Ratuk ACT.stand CONT-3P.ACT.see  

 

Medo ne-keluġ yi raḳ vud ḳöḳ 

POT.stay CONT-thrust her on banana red 

‘She mated with a red banana (on a number of occasions).’ 

                                                 
19 The verb –do ‘sit, stay, remain, live, be, exist’ is irregular. The root never seems to occur on its own, but only 

with the continuative aspect marker to produce nedo, or with the potential mode marker to give medo. It is 
the only verb that forms its potential mode in this way. 
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Verbs of Relative Position: 

raḳ/jaḳ ‘up/on/with’   loḳ/doḳ ‘in/inside’ 

luḳ/duḳ ‘down’   vu20 ‘to/at’ 

 

These verbs often carry the connotation of motion, and they correspond in func-

tion to English prepositions. They may occur before or after the main verbs, with 

the same implications as regards the main verb as described under verbs of mo-

tion. However, these items occur almost exclusively following the main verb. 

  Keluġ yi raḳ vud 

 thrust her on banana 

 ‘(She) mated with a banana.’ 

  Keseh raḳ ata vu huk-në 

 tip.out on his.mother at garden-LOC 

 ‘(He) tipped it out on his mother at the garden.’ 

  Ne-ggëp loḳ vahi … 

 CONT-sleep/lie in half 

 ‘(She) slept on one side …’ 

Combinations of other verbs with some of these prepositional verbs has led to the 

occurrence of many stock phrases which have assumed the status of idioms, mak-

ing a clear analysis of the phrase difficult. It is rare that sequences of more than 

three of these items occur in a given verb phrase. 

4.4 Questions, Quotations and Negatives 

4.4.1 Questions 

Questions are indicated in one of the following ways: 

1. By intonation. If the last word of the question ends in a consonant, the 

questioning clitic -a is usually added: 

  Ġe-yam gwëbeng-a ‘Did you just come?’ 

 you-ACT.go earlier.today-?  
 

2. By use of question words in regular clause structure 

                                                 
20 Unlike these other prepositional verbs, vu does not change for mode. It does in both the Headwater dialect 

and the Mangga language though, so that in those vu changes to bu in the potential mode. 
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  De-ḳo va ‘What did they bring?’ 

 they-bring what  
 

  Ġe-ya tena ‘Where did you go?’ 

 you-ACT.go where  
 

The following are the main question words: 

There are four simple ones: ‘va ‘what’, tena ‘where’, re ‘who’ and nangerek ‘when. 

The others are more complex: ngwë tena ‘which’ (Literally: ‘another where’), but re 

is also sometimes used; in va ‘why (Literally: ‘for what’), but often in is used on its 

own with question intonation; nebë tena/nabë tena ‘how’ (Literally: ‘like where’); 

va la ‘how many’ (Literally: ‘what some’). 

4.4.2 Quotations 

Quotation of either speech or thought is almost invariably introduced by bë/nabë 

‘that’. 

  Nër vu luho ne-bë, ‘She said to the two of them, “… 

 ACT.say to they.two CONT-ACT.like  
 

4.4.3 Negatives 

Two negatives occur in this language. 

1. ma/nama ‘no’. This is a verb, and is used to negate nouns or clauses as a 

whole. 

  Avëh ma! Maluh ‘It’s not a woman! It’s a man.’ 

 woman no man  
 

  De-gga nos ma va ‘Have they eaten?’ 

 they-ACT.eat food no what  
 

2. su. This is used as the prohibitive in negative commands: 

  Su gwe-vonġ! Don’t do it! 

 NEG you-ACT.do  
 

3. su…rë. In combination these two clitics are used to negate a verb or clause: 

  Su de-yam rë ‘They didn’t come.’ 

 NEG they-ACT.come first  
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  Su de-yam pevis rë. ‘They didn’t come quickly.’ 

 NEG they-ACT.come quickly first  
 

Without the su, rë is a common particle meaning first. 

  Gwe-lë rë! ‘Look at this (first)!’ 

 you-ACT.see first  

4.5 Sentences 

These are made up of clauses or combinations of clauses. Clauses may be united 

by conjunctions, but a common form of combination occurs when a transitive 

main verb is followed by another verb. The subject of this second verb is the ob-

ject of the first verb (expressed or unexpressed), unless a new subject is explicitly 

introduced, or the subject of the original verb is repeated in some form, or the 

continuity of the action is shown by the use of the conjunction me- ‘and’. 

  Nġo ata rur nġaḳanġ 

 ACT.hear his.mother breast give.off.odour 

 ‘(He) smelled the odour being given off by his mother’s milk.’ 

But: 

  Pip rur loḳ bik ris me-tunġ 

 ACT.squeeze breast ACT.in taro leaf and-ACT.put 

 ‘(She) squeezed her milk into a taro leaf and put it (down’there). 

Apparatus 

I have segmented the text into sentences based on intonation as described in sec-

tion 2.6. Each new sentence begins at the margin and is given a number in red. 

Since there are frequent quotations appearing in the story which contain one or 

more sentences in their own right, these also are brought out to begin at the mar-

gin, and are given the same number as the sentence in which they are embedded, 

but with a lower case letter attached. These numbers are blue, for example 

19…19a…19b…19c. I have not marked paragraphs in the text itself, but have 

suggested what seem to be appropriate paragraphs in the free translation which 

follows. 
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5 The Text: TukBul lu MonNahes 

1. Avëh ti-mu ya ne-do vu Jën. 

 woman one-only ACT.go CONT.remain at Jën 
 

2. Arë21 ne-bë22 Pariiḳ 

 name.her CONT-like Pariiḳ 
 

3. Ma23 regga ma in24. 

 and husband.her no for 
 

4. Be-yö ne-do. 

 and-3P.REFL CONT-remain 
 

5. Me-do25 ne-keluġin yi raḳ26 vud ḳöḳ27. 

 POT-remain CONT-thrust her ACT.on banana red 
 

6. Ne-ḳo28 nalu luu. 

 CONT-bring child.her two 
 

7. Ngwë arë ne-bë TukBul29 muġin. 

 another name.his CONT-like TukBul first 
                                                 
21 Body parts and kin terms are obligatorily possessed. The third person singular form is taken as the basic 

form and listed in the dictionary (see also footnote 23). 

22 There are two bë verbs, identical in their third person actual mode, but which fall into different classes de-
pending on the way the Potential mode is formed. This one can be translated by ‘as, like, that’. It can also be 
translated by ‘is’ in contexts like sentence 7, or as ‘if’ in an if…then construction. It is almost always used to 
introduce a quotation, and in that sense is not unlike the contemporary English usage now frequently heard 
in: He like, “…”! It forms its potential with the prefix na-. The other verb, which means “to lay down a long 
object” forms its potential with the prefix ge-. See sentence 222a for an occurrence of both verbs. 

23 Ma usually means ‘no’, but in this case appears to be the pre-pausal form of the conjunction me-. These con-
junctions, which include be- and ge-, are clitics and occur very frequently in speech and are unstressed, but 
when they occur before a pause the schewa becomes an a and we find the forms ma, ba, and ga. 

24 In can be translated ‘for, in order to, with respect to’. 

25 The potential form of –do ‘sit, stay, remain, live, be, exist’ followed by a verb with the continuative aspect 
marker is used to indicate habitual, on-going or repeated actions.  

26 Raḳ is used in a number of ways, It can mean ‘up, on, upon’ or ‘to go up’, but it is also used to introduce an 
Instrument, and so can mean ‘with’. 

27 The basic meaning of ḳöḳ is probably ‘blood’, but it is also the word for ‘red colour’. 

28 Ḳo usually means ‘to take’, ‘to bring’, or ‘to carry’, but it can mean ‘to marry a woman’, or, as in this case, ‘to 
bear a child’. 

29 This follows the common usage of giving both family position name and ‘ground’ name (see Hooley: 1972) 
in referring to a person, but in this case, instead of using the Central Buang form for the first male issue of a 
woman, Aġuu, the Mangga Buang form Tuk is used in conjunction with the name throughout, although, 
when referred to apart from the name, aġuu is used. 
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8. Ma MonNahes30 ketiv31. 

 and MonNahes follow 
 

9. Ne-bë saga32 lööho33 ne-do me-de-sis bööḳ. 

 CONT.like there they.three CONT-stay and-they-ACT.kill pig 
 

10. Loba34, ya ne-ḳo pir. 

 and ACT.go CONT-get wing.beans 
 

11. Ge-nalu luho de-ggëp35 begganġ. 

 and-her.child they.two they-ACT.sleep house 
 

12. Lob luho diiḳ-ahë-j36, lom TukBul ya me-sap 

 and they.two die-stomach-their and TukBul ACT.go and-ACT.cut 
 

vud sën loḳ nare37 begganġ nenga38 lo39, me-yom 

banana this ACT.in CONT-stand house its.ear IDEN and-ACT.come.back 
 

                                                 
30 Mon is the Central Buang form of amon ‘second male issue’ used when attached to a name. 

31 This verb for ‘follow’ is not used elsewhere in the story. It is actually the form used in the Headwaters dia-
lect. 

32 Constructions like nebë saga ‘It was like that’, or nebë sënë ‘It was like this’, occur from time to time through-
out the story. They seem to occur when the narrator finishes a section and pauses to regroup his thoughts 
and continue. 

33 The suffix –ho is added to the numerals luu ‘two’ and löö ‘three’ to form the third person dual and trial pro-
nouns. It also occurs with los ‘with, and’ when more than three items are involved. When combined with luu 
‘two’, the vowel is shortened to produce luho, but this does not happen with löö ‘three’. These pronouns are 
usually used with animate nouns. They have not been broken down into their constituent parts in this text. 

34 The independent forms of the conjunctions lob and log become loba and loga when they occur before a 
pause. It is highly likely that these forms as well as lom, and loḳ the unexpected sequence conjunction, are 
really made up of the particle lo plus the simple forms of the conjunctions which are usually written be-, ge-, 
me- and -ḳ throughout this text. No attempt has been made here to segment these independent forms out 
and give the morphemes separate glosses however. 

35 The verb ggëp usually means ‘to sleep’ or ‘to lie (of long objects)’. Context usually, but not always, gives the 
sense. In this case it merely means that the two boys remained at the house while their mother went to the 
garden. The verb can also function in some contexts as a preposition meaning ‘at’. 

36 An idiom meaning ‘to be hungry’. 

37 The actual form of the verb to stand is vare, and the potential is bare. As far as the continuative aspect is 
concerned this verb is irregular, because the prefix ne- fuses with the stem to yield nare. 

38 Body parts are frequently used to indicate relative location—in this case the side of the house. 

39 Lo is an identifying particle used to mark something as having already been introduced into the communica-
tion situation, or something that is obvious from the overall context, and therefore known to the hearer. It 
occurs at the end of the item, action or construction being identified. It is also used, as here, to mark the end 
of a relative clause. The banana has already been introduced into the story, and now we are told it is the 
one which was standing beside the house. The beginning of a relative clause is usually marked by sën. 
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yeh be-luho ari de-gga. 

3P.ACT.cook and-they.two his.brother they-3p.act.eat 
 

13. In luho de-kuung bë vud meris, 

 because they.two they-3P.ACT.think.wrongly ACT.like banana nothing 
 

gaḳ40 luho ama-j. 

of.course they.two father-their 
 

14. Sën ata-j ë41-keluġ yi raḳ lo. 

 this mother-their CONT-thrust her ACT.on IDEN 
 

15. Lob ama42 ni43-ḳöḳ ya keseh raḳ ata vu 

 and father- his.attribute- ACT.go tip.out ACT.on his.mother at 
 

huk44-në. 

garden-LOC 
 

16. Vahek los pir 

 stringbag with wingbeans 
 

17. Lob ata kwa vo45 bë, “Maḳ46 luho 

 and his.mother her.neck ACT.give ACT.like must they.two 
 

de-sis ama-j.” 

they-ACT.kill father-their 
 

18. Ne-bë sën-ë, yom verup, 

 CONT-ACT.like this-LOC ACT.come.back ACT.come.up 

                                                 
40 Gaḳ has been left as a unit in this story, but it is almost certainly made up of the conjunction ga ‘and’ +ḳ 

‘EQ’. It usually translates as ‘of course/rather/what did you expect!’ 

41 The n of the continuative prefix ne- is often lost in normal speech with the schewa upgraded to a full vowel ë 

42 One would expect the forms amaj and ataj in this sentence, but here, and in a number of other places in the 
story, the third singular forms are used. This is probably because the focus is on TukBul as the elder and 
most proactive, even though the text keeps referring to luho ‘the two of them’. 

43 Ni occurs quite frequently in compound forms. It is inalienably possessed, but difficult to translate. It often 
indicates ‘appearance’, or ‘surface characteristic’; ‘attribute’ often seems to be a reasonable translation. 

44 The basic meaning of huk is ‘garden’, but it is also used as the generic term for ‘work’. It is also used to refer 
to the days of the week, so that huk luu is ‘Tuesday’, huk löö is ‘Wednesday’, and so on, but not Saturday or 
Sunday. Huk ti could be Monday in context, or ‘a garden’, ‘a work’, or ‘a day’. 

45 The centre of the intellect for Buangs is the neck, and kwa vo is the idiom for thinking. 

46 This form has not been broken down in this story, but it is almost certainly made up of ma ‘no’ +-ḳ ‘EQ’. 
Usually it can be translated as ‘maybe’ or ‘must’ when it is used to imply a probable fact or deduction. 
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kwa vo lob yom verup. 

her.neck ACT.give and ACT.come.back ACT.come.up 
 

19. Me-nër vu luho ne-bë, 

 and-ACT.say to they.two CONT-ACT.like 
 

19a. “Amon lu Aġuu! 

 second.son two first.son 
 

19b. Melu47 vonġ va sën-ë? 

 you.two ACT.do what this-LOC 
 

19c. Melu kuung bë vud ḳöḳ, gaḳ melu 

 you.two ACT.think.wrongly ACT.like banana red of.course you two 
 

ama-min sëë48 melu sis.” 

father-your this you two ACT.kill 
 

20. Lob kwa vo loḳ ayo ne-bë sën-ë, 

 and her.neck ACT.give ACT.in her.inside CONT-ACT.like this.LOC 
 

lob nër vu nalu Aġuu ne-bë, TukBul ne-bë, 

and ACT.say to her.child first.son CONT-ACT.like TukBul CONT-ACT.like 
 

20a. “Aġuu, ġe-na bël, ga, alu Amon me-do.” 

 first.son you-POT.go water and we.two second.son POT-stay 
 

21. Lob TukBul, nalu Aġuu, ya bël. 

 and TukBul her.child first son ACT.go water 
 

22. Lob luḳ ya Ravëtov. 

 and ACT.go.down ACT.go Ravëtov 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
47 This is the second person dual pronoun. The full form is meluu, but in the subject position, or as the first part 

of a longer construction, the vowel is shortened to yield melu. 

48 Often n is lost in normal to fast speech with lengthening of the associated vowel, so here, and in a number of 
other places in the text, sëë occurs instead of the normal sën. 
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23. Lob bël49 tuus. 

 and water ACT.dry.up 
 

24. Ga, ya bël ngwë, in bë ge-ḳo. 

 and ACT.go water another for ACT.like he.POT-get 
 

25. Bël Linböpnë in bë ge-ḳo. 

 water Linböpnë for ACT.like he.POT-get 
 

26. Lob bël tuus. 

 and water ACT.dry.up 
 

27. Log ya bël Ġelönġ. 

 and ACT.go water Ġelönġ 
 

28. In bë ge-ḳo. 

 for ACT.like he.POT-get 
 

29. Lob bël tuus. 

 and water ACT.dry.up 
 

30. Log ya, ya nën agu. 

 and ACT.go ACT.go upriver there(distant) 
 

31. Bël Paḳëḳnë. 

 water Paḳëḳnë 
 

32. In bë ge-ḳo. 

 for ACT.like he.POT-get 
 

33. Lob bël tuus. 

 and water ACT.dry.up 
 

34. Ya Bepanġ in bë ge-ḳo. 

 ACT.go Bepanġ for ACT.like he.POT-get 
 

35. Lob bël tuus. 

 and water ACT.dry.up 
 

                                                 
49 Bël is indeed the word for water, but it is also the word for stream, river etc., and that is the main meaning 

throughout most of the story. All the names in the following sentences refer to tributaries flowing into the 
main Snake River 
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36. Ya Dedumnë in bë ge-ḳo. 

 ACT.go Dedumnë for ACT.like he.POT-get 
 

37. Lob bël tuus. 

 and water ACT.dry.up 
 

38. Ya bël Seeḳ. 

 ACT.go water Seeḳ 
 

39. Lob bël ggëp 

 and water 3P.ACT.lie 
 

40. Lob ḳo. 

 and 3P.ACT.get 
 

41. Yom to Dedumnë, lob bël ggëp 

 ACT.come.back 3P.ACT.go.down Dedumnë and water 3P.ACT.lie 
 

ne-ya. 

CONT-ACT.go 
 

42. Lob keseh ya ge-ḳo. 

 and 3P.tip.out ACT.go and-3P.ACT.get 
 

43. Yom to Bepanġ, lob bël ggëp 

 ACT.come.back ACT.come.down Bepanġ and water 3P.ACT.lie 
 

ne-ya, lob keseh ya ge-ḳo 

CONT-ACT.go and 3P.tip.out ACT.go and-3P.ACT.get 
 

44. Yom to Paḳëḳnë, lob bël ggëp 

 ACT.come.back ACT.come.down Paḳëḳnë and water 3P.ACT.lie 
 

ne-ya keseh ya ge-ḳo. 

CONT-ACT.go 3P.tip.out ACT.go and-3P.ACT.get 
 

45. Yom to Linböpnë, keseh ya 

 ACT.come.back ACT.come.down Linböpnë 3P.tip.out ACT.go 
 

ge-ḳo. 

and-3P.ACT.get 
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46. Yom to Ravëtov, bël ggëp ne-ya. 

 ACT.come.back ACT.come.down Ravëtov water 3P.ACT.lie CONT-ACT.go 
 

47. Lob keseh ya ge-ḳo. 

 and 3P.tip.out ACT.go and-3P.ACT.get 
 

48. Dus raḳ begganġ sën lööho d-ë-do lo. 

 short ACT.up house this they.three they-CONT-stay IDEN 
 

49. Lob raḳ yom verup. 

 and ACT.up ACT.come.back ACT.come.up 
 

50. Lob lë ge-MonNahes me-do ne-su. 

 and ACT.see and-MonNahes POT-stay CONT-ACT.cry 
 

51. Lob kwa vo bë, 

 and his.neck ACT.give ACT.like 
 

51a. “O! 

 oh 
 

51b. Ata-ġ nër ġaġek sëë lo, om sën, tunġ 

 mother-my ACT.say speech this IDEN therefore this ACT.put 
 
 

Amon me-ne-do ga, maḳ ya gwëbeng. 

second.son and-CONT-stay and must ACT.go earlier.today 
 

51c. Ma s-ëḳ50 ġe-vonġ na-bë va vu Amon-a?” 

 no I-after 1P.POT-do POT-like what to second.son-question 
 

52. Rëḳ51 ma lob yom vasu nos nöḳ-sën, 

 but no and ACT.come.back ACT.put.into.stingbag food cooked-this 
 

be-bööḳ ggök ya be-je loḳ kweben. 

and-pig ACT.over ACT.go and-ACT.carry.from.shoulder ACT.in his.side 
 

                                                 
50 This is made up of sa ‘I’ +rëḳ ‘afterwards’ (see next footnote below) and can be roughly translated as ‘I will’ 

in most cases 

51 Rëḳ is made of rë ‘first’ +ḳ ‘EQ’. It can be variously translated as ‘after/afterwards’, ‘future tense’, or often, as 
here, when introducing a new clause, it can mean something very close to ‘but’. It has not been separated 
into its constituent morphemes in this story. 
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53. Log joo badanġ. 

 and ACT.tie sling 
 

54. Lob tunġ ari loḳ ya. 

 and ACT.put his.brother ACT.in ACT.go 
 

55. Log sepos ḳele52. 

 and snatch spear 
 

56. Lob gelu ya me-raḳ Mapos. 

 and 3P.throw ACT.go and-ACT.up Mapos 
 

57. Loḳ ḳele yah. 

 but spear ACT.go.back 
 

58. Lob gelu ḳele ya, me-ggurek bël mala. 

 and 3P.throw spear ACT.go and-3P.ACT.go.upstream water its.face 
 

59. Lob ḳele yah. 

 and spear ACT.go.back 
 

60. Log gelu ḳele ya los bël vahi53, lob ḳele yah. 

 and 3P.throw spear ACT.go with water half and spear ACT.go.back 
 

61. Lob mëm gelu ḳele sepa bël vaha 

 and good 3P.throw spear follow water its.foot 
 

me-lövë loba, ḳele vonġ vup 

and-ACT.go.downstream and spear 3P.ACT.do vup.sound 
 

me-lövë. 

and-ACT.go.downstream 
 

62. Lob luho ari54 de-sepa ḳele, be-de-lövë 

 and they.two his.brother they- spear and-they-
 

                                                 
52 Ḳele is the generic term for ‘tree’ or ‘wood’, but it is also, as here, the word for spear. 

53 Meaning he threw it across the other side of the river. 

54 The phrase luho ari means ‘he and his brother’ This is a common type of construction where there is a plural 
reference with the first person, in this case aġuu, already known. It works also with lööho and losho as in luho 
regga ‘she and her husband’; lööho nalu ‘he/she and his/her two children; losho yi alam ‘he/she and her peo-
ple’. 
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bël. 

water 
 

63. De-sepa bël be-de-lövë. 

 they-follow water and-they-ACT.go.downstream 
 

64. De-sepa ata-j. 

 they-follow mother-their 
 

65. Ba, lööho d-ë-ya. 

 and they.three they-CONT-ACT.go 
 

66. Luho ata-j ne-ya, ga, luho d-ë-ya. 

 they.two mother-their cont-act.go and they.two they-CONT-ACT.go 
 

67. Lööho de-ya. 

 they.three they-ACT.go 
 

68. Lööho de-ya. 

 they.three they-ACT.go 
 

69. Lööho de-ya. 

 they.three they-ACT.go 
 

70. Lob buk55 loḳ. 

 and night ACT.in 
 

71. Luho d-ë-ggëp loḳ ḳele degwa vahi, ga 

 they.two they-CONT-3P.ACT.sleep ACT.in tree its.base half and 
 

luho ata-j ne-ggëp loḳ ḳele degwa vahi. 

they.two mother-their cont-3P.ACT.sleep ACT.in tree its.base half 
 

72. Lob MonNahes ne-nġo56 ata rur nġaḳanġ57. 

 and MonNahes CONT-3P.ACT.hear his.mother breast give.off.odour 
 

                                                 
55 Here buk means ‘night’ or ‘darkness’, and this is perhaps the basic meaning; buk loḳ is the idiom meaning ‘to 

get dark’. But buk is also used to refer to days, and buk löö would normally be translated as ‘three days’. 

56 Nġo usually means ‘to hear’, but it would be more accurate to gloss it as ‘to sense’. In this case it is referring 
to smell, but it can also be used in other ways, such as to feel the weight of something. 

57 Nġaḳanġ refers to the odour of warm meat, blood, mother’s milk, or sometimes even the smell of freshly cut 
trees, etc. 
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73. Me-ne-su rot. 

 and-CONT-ACT.cry very 
 

74. Lööho d-ë-ggëp, ge-revir ne-su, (soḳ 

 they.three they-CONT-3P.ACT.sleep and-revir CONT-ACT.cry bird 
 

mahen-teka arë ne-bë revir, su). 

small-DIM its.name CONT-ACT.like revir ACT.cry 
 

75. Lob luho ata-j kedi raḳ loḳ saga 

 and they.two mother-their 3P.get.up ACT.up ACT.in there 
 

me-ne-ya. 

and-CONT-ACT.go 
 

76. Log luho d-ë-do me-nyëġ58 heng lob luho 

 and they.two they-CONT-stay and-sun ACT.dawn and they.two 
 

d-ë-tamu-in. 

they-cont-follow-with.respect.to 
 

77. Lööho de-ya. 

 they.three they-ACT.go 
 

78. Lööho de-ya. 

 they.three they-ACT.go 
 

79. Lööho de-ya. 

 they.three they-ACT.go 
 

80. Lob buk loḳ. 

 and night ACT.in 
 

81. Be-lööho de-ggëp. 

 and-they.three they-3P.ACT.sleep 
 

82. Luho ata-j ë-ggëp loḳ vahi, ge-luho 

 they.two mother-their CONT-3P.ACT.sleep ACT.in half and-they.two 

                                                 
58 Throughout this story, I have glossed nyëġ as ‘sun’. In some of the other Central Buang villages however, the 

word for sun is hes. But in Mapos it falls together with the word for ‘place’ which is also nyëġ. That means 
that in this case, and a number of others in the story, the real translation should be something like ‘it (the 
place) grew light’, because heng can usually be translated as ‘to dawn, to become light’.  
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d-ë-ggëp loḳ vahi. 

they-CONT-3P.ACT.sleep ACT.in half 
 

83. Lob MonNahes ne-nġo rur nġaḳanġ, 

 and MonNahes CONT-3P.ACT.hear breast give.off.odour 
 

om su rot. 

therefore ACT.cry very 
 

84. Lob nyëġ heng, ge-luho ata-j kedi 

 and sun ACT.dawn and-they.two mother-their 3P.get.up 
 

be-yi-ḳ59 ne-ya. 

and-she-EQ CONT-act.go 
 

85. Ge-luho kedi be-de-tamu-in. 

 and-they.two 3P.get.up and-they-follow-with.respect.to 
 

86. Loḳ60 de-lëk-in ga luho ata-j 

 but they-3P.ACT.amazed-with.respect.to and they.two mother-their 
 

pip rur loḳ ġulek ris me-tunġ. 

ACT.squeeze breast ACT.in ġulek.vine leaf and-ACT.put 
 

87. Lob TukBul vo vu MonNahes. 

 and TukBul ACT.give to MonNahes 
 

88. Me-num. 

 and-ACT.drink 
 

89. Ga lööho de-ya. 

 and they.three they-ACT.go 
 

90 Lööho de-ya. 

 they.three they-ACT.go 
                                                 
59 -ḳ is really a clitic, and is rather difficult to translate. Although I have glossed it as ‘equative’, its function is 

still not really pinned down. I have already commented on its occurrence in maḳ, gaḳ, rëḳ but it can really 
attach to almost anything, and yiḳ is another common form that occurs. Here it seems to mean something 
like ‘It was that…’, or ‘It happened that…’ 

60 This is the conjunction, not the verb meaning ‘in’. It is similar to the use of lo with conjunctions, but in this 
case it occurs with the clitic -ḳ/-eḳ, and it introduces an unexpected result clause. Again, where it occurs in 
this story, loḳ the conjunction has not been broken down into its constituent morphemes. 
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91. Lööho de-ya. 

 they.three they-ACT.go 
 

92. Buk loḳ me-lööho d-ë-ggëp, lob luho 

 night ACT.in and-they.three they-CONT-3P.ACT.sleep and they.two 
 

d-ë-ggëp, loḳ vahi, ga yi-ḳ luho ata-j 

they-CONT-3P.ACT.sleep ACT.in half and it-EQ they.two mother-their 
 

ë-ggëp loḳ vahi. 

CONT-3P.ACT.sleep ACT.in half 
 

93. Lob yi-ḳ MonNahes ne-nġo rur nġaḳanġ 

 and it-EQ MonNahes CONT-3P.ACT.hear breast give.off.odour 
 

om ne-su rot. 

therefore CONT-ACT.cry very 
 

94. Lob nyëġ heng lob lööho kedi me-de-ya 

 and sun ACT.dawn and they.three 3P.get.up and-they-ACT.go 
 

be-de-luḳ bël ge-de-ggök ya Gwe-döpnyë-nalu. 

and-they- water and-they- ACT.go Gwe-dopnyë-
 

95. Lob luho ata-j muġin me-ya, ba vuv ḳele 

 and they.two mother-their ACT.go.first and-ACT.go and ACT.cut tree 
 

pepeb ti. 

pepeb.tree one 
 

96. Ge-buu lël ggök ya bël. 

 and-ACT.build.bridge bridge 3P.ACT.go.over ACT.go water 
 

97. Be-ya vahi. 

 and-ACT.go half 
 

98. Log ya vewi viis me-tunġ loḳ ya bël nenga61. 

 and ACT.go her.vagina hair and- ACT.in ACT.go wa- ear 
 

                                                 
61 That is, the edge or bank of the river. 
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99. Ne-tu warawid. 

 CONT-ACT.become floating.reed 
 

100. Be-nër bë, 

 and-ACT.say ACT.like 
 

100a. “Amon lu Aġuu bë de-bës bël lo, 

 second.son two first.son ACT.like they-POT.fall water IDEN 
 

su bël ge-ḳo luho na rë. 

NEG water 3P.POT-take they.two POT.go first 
 

100b. Luho de-ngoo doḳ warawid sën-ë me-de-jaḳ 

 they.two they- POT.in floating.reed this- and-they-
 

na bël vahi.” 

POT.go water half 
 

101. Luho to de-sepa ata-j 

 they.two ACT.come.down they-follow mother-their 
 

me-de-tamu-in me-de-raḳ ya in bë 

and-they-follow-with respect to and-they-ACT.up ACT.go for ACT.like 
 

de-na bël vahi vu. 

they-pot.go water half to 
 

102. Lël keyëh-in luḳ me-luho vës 

 bridge 3p.break-with.respect.to ACT.go.down and-they.two ACT.fall 
 

bël, loḳ ya de-soo loḳ warawid. 

water but ACT.go they-ACT.swing ACT.in floating.reed 
 

103. Ba, ata lë luho ggovek, log mëm ya 

 and his.mother ACT.see they.two 3P.ACT.finish and good ACT.go 
 

maluh Dagoraa. 

man Dagoraa 
 

104.  Ge-luho me-do me-de-lövë bël vahi rot. 

 and-they.two POT-stay and-they-ACT.go.downstream water half very 
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105. De-lövë rot rot rot be-mëm, yah 

 they-act.go.downstream very very very and-good ACT.go.back 
 

de-sepa bël ngwë— Beroro. 

they-follow water another Bulolo 
 

106. Be-ya de-ggurek. 

 and-ACT.go they-3p.act.go.upstream 
 

107. Lob buk loḳ lob luho de-ya de-sap 

 and night ACT.in and they.two they-ACT.go they-ACT.cut 
 

ġadabeng62,— Hobayuun. 

earth.bank Hobayuun 
 

108. Ge-d-ë-do loḳ. 

 and-they-CONT-stay ACT.in 
 

109. De-rah vud ris kelöḳ ba, vah loḳ 

 they-ACT.cut banana leaves dry and ACT.spread.out ACT.in 
 

ġadabeng ga, luho ari loḳ d-ë-ggëp. 

earth.bank and they.two his.brother ACT.in they-CONT-3P.ACT.sleep 
 

110. Buk ti saga63. 

 day one there 
 

111. Lob luho me-do d-ë-lë ga, Ratuk64 yev 

 and they.two POT-stay they-CONT-ACT.see and Ratuk ACT.weed 
 

yi huk. 

his garden 
 
 
 

                                                 
62 Ġadabeng is usually a man-made bank or cut of raw earth, but it seems from a hint later in the story when 

TukBul and his brother are telling their story in dance, that the place where they were living might have 
been the result of an earthquake or landslide. 

63 Buk ti saga, or similar, occurs two or three times throughout the story, and seems to mark the conclusion of a 
major episode, and the beginning of a new one. 

64 A new character is introduced into the story. His name is Ratuk, which is also the name of the African 
Horned Cucumber (Cucumis metuliferus). Although not plentiful, these cucumbers are grown in the Buang 
area, and they are covered in large spines. 
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112. Ba të los ḳatimeng ris. 

 and ACT.throw with cucumber leaves 
 

113. Lob ḳatimeng ris luḳ ë-do bël ba, 

 and cucumber leaves ACT.go.down CONT-stay water and 
 

bël ḳo me-lövë bël. 

water ACT.take and-act.go.downstream water 
 

114. Lob luho me-do d-ë-lë. 

 and they.two POT-stay they-CONT-ACT.see 
 

115. Lob luho kwa-j vo bë, 

 and they.two neck-their ACT.give ACT.like 
 

115a. “Maḳ mehö-ti ne-do sagu om sën-ë 

 must person-one CONT-stay there.distant therefore this-LOC 
 

ne-vonġ huk ahë65 los ḳatimeng ris to.”  

cont-ACT.do garden its.stomach with cucumber leaves ACT.come.down 
 

116. Ne-bë sën-ë, TukBul tul peko me- ari loḳ 

 CONT- this- TukBul pound stake and-tie his.brother ACT.in 
 

ne-do ġadabeng nevu66 ga, sepa bël me-ggurek. 

CONT-stay earth.bank its.tooth and follow water and-3P.ACT.go.upstream 
 

117. Sepa bël me-ggurek. rot rot rot rot. 

 follow water and-3P.ACT.go.upstream very very very very 
 

118. Lë bël nalu67 ngwë rëḳ ma. 

 3P.ACT.see water its.child another but ACT.no 
 

119. Ba ya me-lë bël nalu ti rëḳ ma. 

 and ACT.go and-3P.ACT.see water its.child one but ACT.no 
 

                                                 
65 Ahë is the normal word for stomach, but it occurs in many idiomatic expressions. It also means faeces, or, as 

here, waste material, as well as referring to the rear or bottom of something. So, in this case Ratuk is work-
ing in his garden and throwing the weeds, cucumber leaves etc., into the river. 

66 Nevu ordinarily means ‘tooth’, but it is also used to mean ‘sharp’, or of cliffs, etc, ‘steep’. It is this sense 
which seems to be in focus here. 

67 Bël nalu refers to a smaller tributary of the main stream which may be called bël ata ‘water its.mother’. 
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120. Log sepa me-ggurek ya, bël kul. 

 and follow and-3P.ACT.go.upstream ACT.go water cold 
 
 

121. Lob mëm. 

 and good 
 

122. Ḳatimeng ris los huk ahë to saga. 

 cucumber leaves with garden its.stomach ACT.come.down there 
 

123. Lob sepa me-ggurek ya. 

 and follow and-3P.ACT.go.upstream ACT.go 
 

124. Lob, töḳ raḳ Ratuk yi huk, los ḳatimeng. 

 and ACT.arrive ACT.up Ratuk his garden with cucumber 
 

125. Ya verup lo lëk in 

 ACT.go ACT.come.up IDEN 3P.ACT.frightened with.respect.to 
 

Ratuk bë, 

Ratuk ACT.like 
 

125a. “Nġaa ti sagu ni-ggin-ggin-o!”, 

 something one over.there his.attribute-thorn-thorn-EXCLAM 
 

lom kwa vo bë rëḳ ngis yi me-ga. 

and his.neck ACT.give ACT.like afterwards POT.kill him and-3P.POT.eat 
 

126. Lom loḳ kesii, ge-Ratuk ya ggovek ya. 

 and ACT.in 3p.cover and-Ratuk ACT.go 3P.ACT.finish ACT.go 
 

127. Loḳ mëm luḳ ya. be-ggodeḳ. 

 but good ACT.go.down ACT.go and-3P.ACT.steal 
 

128. Ḳo ḳatimeng anon me-yom. 

 3P.ACT.take cucumber its.fruit and-ACT.come.back 
 

129. Be-luho de-gga. 

 and-they.two they-3P.ACT.eat 
 

130. Ge-luho-ḳ d-ë-do. 

 and-they.two-EQ they-CONT-stay 
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131. Loḳ kedi me-yah, lob pesönġ ya Ratuk 

 but 3P.get.up and-ACT.go.back and jump ACT.go Ratuk 
 

yi huk anon be-rur ḳatimeng. 

his garden its.body and-ACT.pick cucumber 
 

132. Su ne-ya jeggin jeggin rë. 

 NEG CONT-ACT.go haphazard haphazard first 
 

133. Gaḳ ne-lë bë Ratuk ne-vonġ huk 

 rather cont-3P.ACT.see ACT.like Ratuk CONT-3P.ACT.do work 
 

me-ne-të ḳatimeng ris luḳ bël, lom mëm 

and-CONT-3P.ACT.throw cucumber leaves ACT.go.down water and good 
 

ne-ya in ne-rur ḳatimeng loḳ nyë68 sën Ratuk 

CONT-ACT.go for CONT-ACT.pick cucumbers ACT.in its.chin this Ratuk 
 

ne-rur lo. 

CONT-ACT.pick IDEN 
 

134. Be-yom me-to. 

 and-ACT.come.back and-ACT.come down 
 

135. Ba, luho-ḳ de-gga. 

 and they.two-EQ they-3P.ACT.eat 
 

136. Log buk ti, lob Ratuk sero ḳatimeng. 

 and day one and Ratuk look.for cucumber 
 

137. Lob nër bë, 

 and ACT.say ACT.like 
 

137a. “Ḳatimeng pin sën-ë, anon ma!” 

 cucumber all this-LOC its.fruit ACT.no 
 

138. Log perurek ti-mu. 

 and be.alone one-only 

                                                 
68 Although the basic meaning of nyë is chin, it is also used to refer to corner, edge, beginning. So, here it is 

referring to the corner of Ratuk’s cucumber garden. 
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139 Ris böp-ata69. 

 leaves big-mother 
 

140. Ba, anon nġahi-seḳë70. 

 and its.fruit many-bone 
 

141. Lob mëm yam rivin me-ne-ggëp. 

 and good ACT.come ACT.hide and-CONT-3P.ACT.lie 
 

142. Lom mëm vare71 ne-lë loḳ bë, 

 and good ACT.stand CONT-3P.ACT.see but ACT.like 
 

142a. “Kë! 

 yes 
 

142b. Mehö sën ne-ḳo sa ḳatimeng yoh vu72 

 person this CONT-3P.ACT.take my cucumbers act.follow.route to 
 

buk pin me-sa ne-sero lo, sëë verup agu.” 

day all and-I CONT-look.for IDEN this ACT.come.up over.there 
 

143. Lob TukBul yah verup in bë jur. 

 and TukBul ACT.go.back ACT.come.up for ACT.like POT.pick 
 

144. Lob Ratuk pesönġ me-jom loḳ TukBul nema. 

 and Ratuk jump and-ACT.hold ACT.in TukBul his.hand 
 

145. Lob TukBul nër bë, 

 and TukBul ACT.say ACT.like 
 

145a. “Honġ memö ma va ti sën-ë?” 

 you.SG spirit ACT.no what one this-LOC 
 

146. Loḳ Ratuk nër bë, 

 But Ratuk ACT.say ACT.like 
                                                 
69 Ata ‘mother’ occurs commonly as an intensifier 

70 Seḳë ‘bone’ is inalienably possessed, but it is also used as an intensifier, especially when attached to this par-
ticular word nġahi ‘many’, to mean ‘very many’. 

71 There is some slight discrepancy here. Sentence 141 says ‘he hid and lay down’, whereas 142 says ‘he was 
standing watching’. 

72 Yoh vu is really an idiom meaning, ‘able, suitable, fitting, appropriate’, but in this case it means ‘every day’. 
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146a.  “Sa mehönon!” 

 I human 
 

146b. Gaḳ mu, honġ mu maḳ memo?”. 

 But only you.SG only must spirit 
 

147. Loḳ TukBul nër bë, 

 but TukBul ACT.say ACT.like 
 

147a. “O! 

 no 
 

147b. Sa mehönon!” 

 I human 
 

148. Lob TukBul nër bë, 

 and TukBul ACT.say ACT.like 
 

148a. “Ata-ġ vuu sa og sa me-do ne-ketul loḳ73. 

 mother-my ACT.leave I so I POT-stay CONT-pound ACT.in 
 

148b. Lom tum se-töḳ vu honġ nos me-sën sa h-a-ḳo.” 

 and eventually I- to you.SG food and- I 1P.ACT-1P-
 

149. Ratuk nër bë, 

 Ratuk ACT.say ACT.like 
 

149a. “Kë! 

 yes 
 

149b. Om se-nġo ti-mu om honġ mehönon, 

 therefore I-myself one-only therefore you.SG human 
 

og ġe-nam alu luu me-do rë. 

then you.SG-POT.come we.two two POT-stay first 
 

149c. Ma honġ begganġ vu tena?” 

 no you.SG house at where 

                                                 
73 Ketul loḳ is an idiom meaning ‘to flounder around, to be at a loss, not know what to do, to wander aimlessly, 

to blunder helplessly’, 
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150.  TukBul nër yah bë, 

 TukBul ACT.say ACT.go.back ACT.like 
 

150a. “O! 

 no 
 

150b.  Sa-höġ74 vahek lu nġaa ne-do loḳ 

 my-possessions stringbag two something CONT-stay ACT.in 
 

ġadabeng nevu vu Hobayun.” 

earth.bank its.tooth at Hobayun 
 

151. Lob nër bë, 

 and ACT.say ACT.like 
 

151a. “Bu-ġ75. 

 grandson-my 
 

151b. Al-ë-nah me-ġ-a-ḳo honġ nġaa pin ba, 

 we.two-CONT- and-1P.POT-1P- you.SG something all and 
 

nom.” 

POT.come.back 
 

152. Be-luho de-ya. 

 and-they.two they-ACT.go 
 

153. Loba, ya de-to ggovek. 

 and ACT.go they-ACT.go.down 3P.ACT.finish 
 

154. Lob TukBul nër bë, 

 and TukBul ACT.say ACT.like 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
74 Hen, first person singular form höġ, is an inalienably possessed noun indicating ownership. Essentially it 

converts an alienably possessed object into an inalienably possessed one. 

75 Bu is a reciprocal term, meaning either ‘grandparent’ or ‘grandchild’. 
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154a. “Anöö-teka76 vu saga rëḳ bës, ge-nġo reggu-m77 

 dog-DIM at there but POT.fall 3P.POT-hear odour-your.SG 
 

paya lom bës bël. 

bad and POT.fall water 
 

154b. Om se-na muġin.” 

 therefore I-POT.go ACT.go.first 
 

155. Lob Ratuk me-do tamu78 ga, TukBul muġin. 

 and Ratuk POT-stay follow and TukBul ACT.go.first 
 

156. Luho ya de-verup lo, 

 they.two ACT.go they-ACT.go.up IDEN 
 

de-lëk-in MonNahes ge-ne-do. 

they-3P.ACT.amazed-with.respect.to MonNahes and-CONT-stay 
 

157. Lob nër bë, 

 and ACT.say ACT.like 
 

157a. “Vonġ bë ari-g rëḳ, ata-ġ vuu aluu79 

 3P.ACT.do ACT.like brother-my but mother-my ACT.leave we.two 
 

ga, alu me-do ne-ḳetul loḳ sën. 

and we.two POT-stay CONT-1P.pound ACT.in this 
 

157b. Alu ne-do ġadabeng nevu, loḳ me-do 

 we.two CONT.stay earth.bank its.tooth but POT-stay 
 

ne-h-a-lë honġ huk ahë lob sëë se-yök 

CONT-1P.ACT-1P-see you.SG garden its.stomach and this I-ACT.go.to.hearer 

                                                 
76 TukBul starts off by referring to his brother as a ‘little dog’. 

77 Reggu normally refers to meat or flesh, and particularly the smell of raw meat, but it also extends, as here, to 
body odour, and it is marked as an inalienable possession. Later in the story, the word is used to describe 
the meat of the animals that Ratuk goes hunting for and brings back for them to eat. 

78 The expression medo + verb is the normal way to express a continuous or repeated action. It almost always 
occurs with the verb marked for continuative aspect. In this story there are several occurrences of medo + 
verb but without the continuative aspect marker. When this happens there does not appear to be any differ-
ence in meaning, and the occurrences need to be checked. It is possible that the omission is due to faulty 
transcription, but if not, then further study would be indicated. 

79 This is the free form of the pronoun. In the subject position, or as the first part of a longer construction, the 
vowel is shortened to yield alu. 
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n-a-hodeḳ ḳatimeng ba, alu n-a-ha. 

CONT-1P-1P.ACT.steal cucumber and we.two CONT-1P-1P.ACT.eat 
 

157c. Se-tul peko be-he-tunġ ya loḳ ë-do-ë.” 

 I-ACT.pound stake and-1p.ACT-put ACT.go ACT.in CONT-stay-LOC 
 

158. Lob Ratuk pisek me-nër bë, 

 and Ratuk became.excited and-ACT.say ACT.like 
 

158a. “Bu-ġ luho, alöö a-nah.” 

 grandchildren-my they.two we.three 1P-POT.go.back 
 

159. Loba, Ratuk ḳo MonNahes. 

 and Ratuk ACT.take MonNahes 
 

160. Ga, TukBul me-do ne-tamu. 

 and TukBul POT-sta CONT-follow 
 

161. Ḳo luho hir ḳupeḳ80 me-me-do ne-tamu. 

 ACT.take they.two their cargo and-POT-stay CONT-follow 
 

162. Rëḳ Ratuk ni-ggin ne-duu MonNahes. 

 But Ratuk his.attribute-thorn CONT-ACT.prick MonNahes 
 

163. Om ne-su rot. 

 therefore CONT-ACT.cry very 
 

164. Lob TukBul nër bë, 

 and TukBul ACT.say ACT.like 
 

164a. “Bu-ġ, Amon ne-nġo reggu-m paya 

 grandfather-my second.son CONT-3P.ACT.hear smell-your.SG bad 
 

me-ne-su, om nam se-nġo ġ-a-ḳo rë. 

and-CONT-ACT.cry therefore POT.come I-myself 1P.POT-1P-take first 
 

164b. In ne-ggöneng-in honġ me-ne-su.” 

 because CONT-3P.ACT.afraid-with.respect.to you.SG and-CONT-ACT.cry 
 

                                                 
80 The usual term for material possessions of various kinds. 
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165. Ne-bë sën-ë lob MonNahes yah vu TukBul 

 CONT-ACT.like this-LOC and MonNahes ACT.go.back to TukBul 
 

me-yö ḳo, ge-mëm bu ḳo 

and-3P.REFL 3P.ACT.take and-good his.grandfather 3P.ACT.take 
 

luho hir ḳupeḳ, be-lööho de-yom. 

they.two their cargo and-they.three they-ACT.come.back 
 

166. Lööho yom verup Ratuk ben. 

 they.three ACT.come.back ACT.come.up Ratuk his.home 
 

167. Be-de-ne-do. 

 and-they-CONT-stay 
 

168. Buk ti saga. 

 day one there 
 

169. Be-lööho ne-do. 

 and-they.three CONT-stay 
 

170. Loga, nër vu bu luho, 

 and ACT.say to his.grandchildren they.two 
 

170a. “Melu gwëp. 

 you.two 2P.POT.sleep 
 

170b. Melu me-do. 

 you.two POT-stay 
 

170c. Ga, se-na alöö hil gwib lu bööḳ bemën. 

 and I-POT.go we.three our.INC cassowary two pig wild 
 

170d. In alöö a-ġa.” 

 for we.three 1P-1P.POT.eat 
 

171. Ya me-ḳo bööḳ lu gwib me-to. 

 ACT.go and-3P.ACT.take pig two cassowary and-3P.ACT.come.down 
 

172. Loba, lööho de-rah. 

 and they.three they-3P.ACT.cut 
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173. Be-de-yeh. 

 and-they-3P.ACT.cook 
 

174. Lob luho de-lë bë newa newa81 rot 

 and they.two they-3P.ACT.see ACT.like his.chest his.chest very 
 

me-ne-yeh. 

and-cont-3p.act.cook— 
 

175. Be-luho de-lë me-kwa-j ë-vo. 

 and-they.two they-3P.ACT.see and-neck-their CONT-ACT.give 
 

176. Bë, 

 ACT.like 
 

176a. “Ne-vonġ sën-ë vu aluu ba, alu nahën me-do 

 CONT-3P.ACT.do this-LOC to we.two and we.two still POT-stay 
 

ne-he-vonġ log ne-vonġ saga newa newa, 

CONT-1P.ACT-do and CONT-3P.ACT.do that his.chest his.chest 
 

me-ne-ge-vonġ va vu.” 

and-CONT-3P.POT-do what to 
 

177. In Ratuk rasap rasap82 in bë ge-yeh 

 because Ratuk steam steam for ACT.like 3P.POT-cook 
 

ge-tung83 na vu datëv84 degwa. 

3P.POT.put POT.go at datëv.tree its.base 
 

178. Luho de-lë bë nġaa lo, nöḳ, 

 they.two they-3P.ACT.see ACT.like something PL act.cooked 
 

be-ḳo ya be-ya keseh. 

and-3P.ACT.take ACT.go and-ACT.go 3P.tip.out 
                                                 
81 Newa newa is an idiom meaning to do something in a hurry. 

82 Rasap rasap is another idiom meaning to do something in a hurry. 

83 This would seem to be a slip. One would normally expect something like megetung or gegetung here with a 
conjunction linking the two verbs yeh and tung. The ge- could in fact be a conjunction, but that would leave 
the verb tung in the actual mode, with verbs in potential mode on either side of it, which would not be a 
well-formed construction.  

84 A kind of tree having white flowers, most likely Ericaceae, vaccinium albicans var. pseudopsammogenes Sleum. 
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179. Ketul yi raḳ85 me-tuktuk. 

 3P.pound him ACT.up and-made.thudding.noise 
 

180. Buk ti saga. 

 day one there 
 

181. Log buk ngwë, lööho me-do86. 

 and day another they.three POT-stay 
 

182. Lob yi-ḳ yah me-ya. 

 and it-EQ ACT.go.back and-ACT.go 
 

183. Nër bë, 

 ACT.say ACT.like 
 

183a. “Melu me-do. 

 you.two POT-stay 
 

183b. Melu me-do gwe-vonġ huk in alöö hil nos. 

 you.two POT-stay 2P.POT-do garden for we.three our.INC food 
 

183c. Ga, sa-ḳ na alöö hil reggu.” 

 and I-EQ POT.go we.three our.INC meat 
 

184. Yah me-ya me-sis bööḳ lu gwib 

 ACT.go.back and-ACT.go and-ACT.kill pig two cassowary 
 

me-yi-ḳ to. 

and-it-EQ 3P.ACT.come.down 
 

185. Rasap rasap ba, yeh rot. 

 steam steam and 3P.ACT.cook very 
 

186. Tunġ lööho hir reggu ya ba, bu luho 

 3P.ACT.put they.three their meat ACT.go and grandchild they.two 
 
 
 

                                                 
85 The full significance of Ratuk’s action here has not been elucidated, but presumably indicates some kind of 

sexual interaction with the tree. 

86 This may be a slip. We might have expected nedo or dëdo here rather than medo? 
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me-do d-ë-vonġ, in bë de-ge-yeh. 

POT-stay they-CONT-3P.ACT.do for ACT.like they-3P.POT-cook 
 

187. Ga, rasap rot be-yeh sëë lo, pevis. 

 and steam very and-3P.ACT.cook this IDEN quickly 
 

188. Be-ḳo ya. 

 and-3P.ACT.take ACT.go 
 

189. Be-ya keseh vu datëv degwa. 

 and-ACT.go 3P.tip.out at datëv.tree its.base 
 

190. Be-yi-ḳ ketul yi raḳ me-tuktuk. 

 and-he-EQ 3P.pound him ACT.up and-made.thudding.noise 
 

191. Lob beron ti yah lob nër bë, 

 and time one ACT.go.back and ACT.say ACT.like 
 

191a. “Bu-ġ luho, melu me-do ge-sa-ḳ nah 

 grandchildren-my they.two you.two POT-stay and-I-EQ POT.go.back 
 

me-na alöö hil reggu.” 

and-POT.go we.three we.INC meat 
 

192. Loba, ne-ya loga, bu ngwë ya. 

 and CONT-ACT.go and his.grandchild another ACT.go 
 

193. TukBul ya. 

 TukBul ACT.go 
 

194. Be-ya me-lë. 

 andl-ACT.go and-3P.ACT.see 
 

195. Nër vu ari bë, 

 ACT.say to his.brother ACT.like 
 

195a. “Amon, ġe-me-do. 

 second.son you-POT-stay 
 

195b. Ga, se-na ġ-a-lë na-bë alu bu-d 

 and I-POT.go 1P.POT-1P-see POT-like we.two grandfather-our.INC 
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ya ne-vonġ va sën-ë?” 

ACT.go CONT-3P.ACT.do what this-LOC 
 

196. Lob ya, me-tamu be-ya me-lë. 

 and ACT.go and-follow and-ACT.go and-3P.ACT.see 
 

197. Lë gwib luho bööḳ. 

 3P.ACT.see cassowary they.two pig 
 

198. Nġaa pin lo petar petar vu datëv degwa meris lo. 

 something all PL rot rot at datëv.tree its.base nothing IDEN 
 

199. Loba, yom to me-nër vu ari 

 and ACT.come.back 3P.ACT.come.down and-ACT.say to his.brother 
 

bë, 

ACT.like 
 

199a. “Amon! 

 second.son 
 

199b. Alu bu-d sën-ë, ya ne-keseh nġaa, 

 we.two grandfather-our this-LOC ACT.go CONT-3P.tip.out something 
 

bööḳ luho gwib sëë lo, vu ḳele degwa ti meris 

pig they.two cassowary this IDEN at tree its.base one nothing 
 

ge-lev begganġ in. 

and-ACT.build house for 
 

199c. Ba, yö ne-do. 

 and 3P.REFL CONT-stay 
 

199d. Om na-bë sën-ë alu ġe-vonġ na-bë va vu?” 

 therefore POT-like this-LOC we.two 1P.POT-do POT-like what to 
 

200. Luho ya de-lë lo, lob luho kwa-j 

 they.two ACT.go they-3P.ACT.see IDEN and they.two neck-their 
 

ë-vo bë, 

CONT-ACT.give ACT.like 
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200a. “Maḳ ne-vonġ nġaa ti sën-ë in va?” 

 must CONT-3P.ACT.do something one this-LOC for what 
 

201. Lob luho de-nër bë, 

 and they.two they-ACT.say ACT.like 
 

201a. “Bu-ġ na me-do ne-sero alöö hil 

 grandfather-my POT.go POT-stay CONT-look.for we.three our.INC 
 

bööḳ luho gwib ba, nyëġ ne-govek rë.” 

pig they.two cassowary and sun CONT-3P.POT.finish first 
 

202. Lob luho de-supin ḳaḳööḳ luho ġahiveng, 

 and they.two they-ACT.gather ants they.two centipedes 
 

veveeyaġek, ġaduum. 

scorpions wasps 
 

203. Nġaa pin sën-ë. 

 something all this-LOC 
 

204. Be-de-tunġ luḳ ya datëv degwa ti lo. 

 and-they-3P.ACT.put ACT.go.down ACT.go datëv.tree its.base one IDEN 
 

205 Be-lov rot. 

 and-3P.ACT.bore very 
 

206. Lov neru len. 

 3P.ACT.bore her.nose hole 
 

207. Ge-lov avi. 

 and-3P.ACT.bore her.mouth 
 

208. Ge-lov vewi. 

 and-3P.ACT.bore her.vagina 
 

209. Ge-lov nenga len. 

 and-3P.ACT.bore her.ear hole 
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210. Ge-mala ġahis87. 

 and-her.face seed 
 

211. Ga, ahë len. 

 and her.stomach hole 
 

212. Be-ggovek ya. 

 and-3P.ACT.finish ACT.go 
 

213. Lob luho de-lë bë ne-vonġ in bë 

 and they.two they-3P.ACT.see ACT.like CONT-3P.ACT.do for ACT.like 
 

govek na-bë sën-ë. 

3P.POT.finish POT-like this-LOC 
 

214. Lob ngwë gelu sap. 

 and another pierce legband 
 

215. Ge-ngwë gelu seġes. 

 and-another pierce armband 
 

216. Be-ggovek ya. 

 and-3P.ACT.finish ACT.go 
 

217. Lob luho de-nare ya tah, log 

 and they.two they-CONT.stand ACT.go 3P.ACT.withdraw and 
 

de-nër log nġaa lo anon raḳ me-ne-tu 

they-ACT.say and something PL its.body ACT.up and-CONT-ACT.become 
 

avëh. 

woman 
 

218. Lob ngwë sevinin aggis ḳöḳ ga, ngwë ne-seseh ngwii. 

 and another twist vine red and another CONT-tear grass.skirt 
 

219. Lob luho de-vëh aggis raḳ me-de-riv 

 and they.two they-3P.ACT.tie vine ACT.on and-they-ACT.cover 
 

                                                 
87 Mala is often used to refer to the eye, but strictly speaking it refers to the whole face. To refer specifically to 

the eye, the term mala ġahis is used, ‘the seed of the face’. 
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ngwii. raḳ. 

grass.skirt ACT.on 
 

220. Ba, de-tunġ mehönon lo, loḳ yah begganġ 

 and they-3P.ACT.put human IDEN ACT.in ACT.go.back house 
 

sën-ë lo. 

this-LOC IDEN 
 

221. Be-de-lah ġajaġ in. 

 and-they-ACT.hang.up leaf.screen for 
 

222. Ge-de-lev horek88 vu be-de-nër vu bë, 

 and-they-ACT.dig law to and-they-ACT.say to ACT.like 
 

222a. “Gwe-lë na-bë Ratuk ge-to me-ge-tunġ bööḳ 

 2P.POT-see POT-like Ratuk 3P.POT-come.down and-3P.POT-put pig 
 

luho nġaa vu honġ lo, lob tetolin nah me-na-diiḳ89 

they.two something to you.SG IDEN and roll POT.go.back and-POT-die 
 

me-ne-gëp oga, gwe-bë ahë-m ngwii los 

and-CONT-3P.POT.lie then 2P.POT-lay stomach-your.SG grass.skirt with 
 

aggis nyë semun saga na me-gök be-vesa doḳ90.” 

G-string its.edge fringe there POT.go and-3P.POT.over and-alive POT.in 
 

223. Ne-bë saga. 

 CONT-ACT.like there 
 

224. Log luho yah me-ya de-ne-do. 

 and they.two ACT.go.back and-ACT.GO they-CONT-stay 
 

225. Log mëm luho nër bë, 

 and good they.two ACT.say ACT.like, 

                                                 
88 Lev horek is an idiom meaning to lay down the law, or to instruct 

89 Diiḳ is the verb to die, but it can also mean to become unconscious. It is difficult to know in this story which 
is the best gloss to use. I.e. Did Ratuk, and later, the woman, die and come back to life, or were they just un-
conscious for a period. It makes little difference as far as the story is concerned. 

90 Vesa loḳ is one of the two main idioms for being alive (note the relationship with ni vesa ‘good’).The other 
main idiom meaning to be alive is mala tum where mala is ‘face, eye’, and tum ‘burn’, but that does not occur 
in this story. 
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225a. “Nyëġ ggovek, om Ratuk na-töḳ vu reggu böp ti 

 sun 3P.ACT.finish therefore Ratuk POT-find to meat big one 
 

me-ge-ḳo me-nam in alöö a-ġa!” 

and-3P.POT-take and-POT.come for we.three 1P-1P.POT.eat 
 

226. Lom mëm töḳ vu me-to me-nër bë, 

 and good ACT.find to and-ACT.come.down and-ACT.say ACT.like 
 

226a. “Aġuu lu Amon-e! 

 first.son two second.son-VOC 
 

226b. Reggu ma rot, ge-sa sero. 

 meat no very and-I search 
 

226c. Gwëbeng-ko sën-ë lom se-sis bööḳ tuveḳ ti sën 

 earlier.today-just.now this-LOC and I-ACT.kill pig young one this 
 

me-h-a-ḳo me-yam.” 

and-1P.ACT-1P-take and-ACT.come 
 

227. Lob luho nër bë, 

 and they.two ACT.say ACT.like 
 

227a. “Ëë oga! 

 yes then 
 

227b. Yi-ḳ alöö a-ha yoh vu buk om 

 it-EQ we.three 1P-1P.ACT.eat ACT.follow.route to day therefore 
 

ggovek be-ti-mu saga me-ġe-yam.” 

3p.act.finish and-one-only there and-2P-ACT.come 
 

228. Lob Ratuk yeh pevis me-ya in bë ge-tunġ 

 and Ratuk act.cook quickly and-ACT.go for ACT.like 3P.POT-put 
 

na vu datëv degwa. 

POT.go to datëv.tree its.base 
 

229. Ratuk ḳo bööḳ me-ya verup in bë 

 Ratuk 3P.ACT.take pig and-ACT.go ACT.go.up for ACT.like 
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ge-tunġ na vu datëv degwa, tateḳin ġajaġ in mala 

3P.POT-put POT.go to datëv.tree its.base open.up leaf.screen for his.face 
 

na, lob lek in avëh lo, lob tetolin 

POT.go and 3P.ACT.amazed with.respect.to woman IDEN and roll 
 
 

yam sis yi dob-në ge-diiḳ me-ne-ggëp. 

ACT.come ACT.hit him ground-LOC and-ACT.die and-CONT-3P.ACT.sleep 
 

230. Loḳ avëh lo pesönġ ya pevis ba, bë ngwii 

 but woman IDEN jump ACT.go quickly and 3P.ACT.lay grass.skirt 
 

los aggis nyë semun raḳ lob vesa loḳ. 

with G-string its.edge fringe ACT.on and alive ACT.in 
 

231. Lob Ratuk yom be-mëm pisek in luho. 

 and Ratuk ACT.come.back and- excited with.respect.to they.two 
 

232. Ge-nër vu bu luho bë, 

 and-ACT.say to his.grandchildren they.two ACT.like 
 

232a. “Bu-ġ luho. 

 grandchildren-my they.two 
 

232b. Melu rëḳ vong bë va vu sa avëh 

 you.two afterwards 3P.ACT.do ACT.like what to my woman 
 

sëë nivesa lo?” 

this good IDEN 
 

233. TukBul nër bë, 

 TukBul ACT.say ACT.like 
 

233a. “Bu-ġ, alu h-a-lë bë me-do 

 grandfather-my we.two 1P.ACT-1P-see act.like POT-stay 
 

me-ġ-ë-vonġ huk böp-ata. 

and-you-CONT-ACT.do work big-mother 
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233b. Ġe-ḳeluġin honġ raḳ, be-su anon raḳ rë. 

 you-2P.pound you.SG act.on and-NEG its.body ACT.up first 
 

233c. Rëḳ ne-vonġ ḳerus91 ne-yam in honġ 

 but CONT-3P.ACT.do sweat cont-ACT.come with.respect.to you.SG 
 

in nġaa pin  saga. 

with.respect.to something all there 
 

233d. Ba, su yoh vu rë ne-bë sën-ë, 

 and NEG ACT.follow.route to first CONT-ACT.like this-LOC 
 

sën alu he-tunġ in venë-m.” 

this we.two 1P.ACT-put for wife-your.SG 
 

234. Ggovek ya, ge-Ratuk vo venë 

 3P.ACT.finish ACT.go and-Ratuk ACT.have intercourse.with his.wife 
 

be-luho ggëp, buk ti saga. 

and-they.two 3P.ACT.sleep day one there 
 

235. Loḳ mehö luu loḳ ggëp nenga-j ne-nġo. 

 But people two ACT.in 3P.ACT.sleep ears-their CONT-3P.ACT.hear 
 

236. Be-Ratuk ni-ggin ne-du avëh lo. 

 and-Ratuk his.attribute-thorn CONT-ACT.prick woman IDEN 
 

237. Be-ggëp ne-pelë yi me-ne-kelëveḳ yoh 

 and-3p.act.lie CONT-turn her and-CONT-3P.make.noise ACT.follow.route 
 

vu buk. 

to night 
 

238. Buk ngwë saga, lob luho kwa-j vo bë, 

 day another there and they.two neck-their ACT.give ACT.like 
 

238a. “O! 

 no 
 
 

                                                 
91 The word is used to denote perspiration, but it also means hot (see 253.) 
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238b. Avëh sëë lo, nivesa sëë lo, log alu 

 woman this IDEN good this IDEN and we.two 
 

bu-d saga ni-ggin. 

grandfather-our.INC there his.attribute-thorn 
 

238c. Oma! 

 therefore 
 

238d. Alu ġ-a-lë rë.” 

 we.two 1P.POT-1P.see first 
 

239. Loba, luho de-ya. 

 and they.two they-ACT.go 
 

240. Lööho de-ya. 

 they.three they-ACT.go 
 

241. Be-de-nër vu avëh lo ne-bë, 

 and-they-ACT.say to woman IDEN CONT-ACT.like 
 

241a. “Bu-ġ! 

 grandmother-my 
 

241b. Ġe-me-do gwe-vonġ alöö hil nos ga, alöö 

 you-POT-stay 2P.POT-do we.three our.INC food and we.three 
 

bu-ġ a-na besi nengwah in ġ-a-ḳo alöö 

grandfather-my 1P-POT.go POT-burn fire for 1P.POT-1P-take we.three 
 

hil jeġinengin luho nġaa sëë yoh bël 

our.INC bandicoot they.two something this ACT.follow.route water 
 

ayo-ë. 

its.inside-LOC 
 

241c. Saġ pin sëë bël ayo-ë. 

 animal all this water its.inside-LOC 
 

241d. In hil a-ġa pehi rë. 

 for we.INC 1P-1P.POT.eat later.today first 
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241e. Og mëm ġe-na nos me-ġe-nam gwe-yeh.” 

 So good you-POT.go food and-you-POT.come you.POT-cook 
 
 

242. Lööho de-ya bël ayo. 

 They.three they-ACT.go water its.inside 
 

243. Be-de-vesi loḳ nġesinġ in bë de-ge-ḳo 

 and-they-ACT.burn act.in reeds for ACT.like they-3P.POT-take 
 

jeboḳ92. 

bandicoot 
 

244. Lob lööho de-vesi loḳ loba, Amon 

 and they.three they-ACT.burn ACT.in and second.son 
 

ne-ggevek dob dob be-ya rekö vahek 

CONT-3P.POT.crawl ground ground and-ACT.go ACT.hang.up string.bag 
 

yah nare vuheng-në. 

ACT.go.back CONT.stand middle-LOC 
 

245. Vu ġadabeng degwa. 

 at earth.bank its.base 
 

246. Lob luho de-nër bë, 

 and they.two they-ACT.say ACT.like 
 

246a. “Bu-ġ-e! 

 grandfather-my-VOC 
 

246b. Vahek nare-gu oma, nengwah rëḳ 

 string.bag CONT.stand-over.there therefore fire afterwards 
 

nam ga vahek, om gwe-tup me-ġe-na 

POT.come 3P.POT.eat string.bag therefore 2P.POT-run and-you.SG-POT.go 
 

gwe-ḳo rë.” 

2p.POT-take first 
 

                                                 
92 This is an alternative name for jeġinengin. 
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247. Ne-bë sën-ë, Ratuk nër bë, 

 CONT-ACT.like this-LOC Ratuk ACT.say ACT.like 
 

247a. “Bu-ġ luho! 

 grandson-my they.two 
 

247b. Melu na-ḳööḳ me-se-noh len ti sën-ë 

 you.two POT-wait and-I-pot.follow.route hole one this-LOC 
 

me-na ġ-a-ḳo vahek rë.” 

and-POT.go 1P.POT-1P-take string.bag first 
 

248. Luho de-nër bë-ḳ, 

 they.two they-ACT.say ACT.like-EQ 
 

248a. “Gwe-tup me-na pevis!” 

 2P.POT-run and-POT.go quickly 
 

249. Lob Ratuk kuung bë ya vuheng-në be-ya 

 and Ratuk ACT.think.wrongly ACT.like ACT.go middle-LOC and-ACT.go 
 

in bë ge-ḳo, nema ne-ya in vahek lo, 

for ACT.like 3P.POT-take his.hand CONT-ACT.go for string.bag IDEN 
 

luho vesi nengwah me-tebu Ratuk. 

they.two ACT.burn fire and-surround Ratuk 
 

250. Lob nengwah vong vup loba, gga Ratuk rot. 

 and fire 3P.ACT.do vup.sound and 3P.ACT.eat Ratuk very 
 

251. Lob Ratuk tahi bë, 

 and Ratuk call.out ACT.like 
 

251a. “Re na-nër be-se-nġo ngis meluu rë? 

 who POT-say and-I-myself POT.kill you.two first 
 

251b. Sa he-kuung bë melu rëḳ 

 I 1p.act-think.wrongly ACT.like you.two afterwards 
 

semu sa ga, melu kuungin sa ge-vesi 

do.good.to me and you.two 3P.ACT.deceive me and-ACT.burn 
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nengwah bë ga sa.” 

fire ACT.like 3P.POT.eat me 
 

252. Loḳ luho tahi bë, 

 But they.two call.out ACT.like 
 

252a. “Su rëḳ ġe-na-diiḳ rë bu-ġ. 

 NEG afterwards you-POT-die first grandfather-my 
 

252b. Su rëḳ ġe-na-diiḳ rë.” 

 NEG afterwards you-POT-die first 
 

253. Ḳerus lob luho de-pevis ba, Ratuk to 

 hot and they.two they-quickly and Ratuk 3P.ACT.fell.down 
 

ne-ggëp lo, luho puv nengwah me-ya 

CONT-3P.ACT.lie IDEN they.two ACT.extinguish fire and-ACT.go 
 

de-vaḳu Ratuk, yom de-gelöġin navi 

they-ACT.carry Ratuk ACT.come.back they-3P.scrape his.skin 
 

luḳ ya bël. 

ACT.go.down ACT.go water 
 

254. Log de-rikin Ratuk luḳ dob. 

 and they-ACT.rub Ratuk ACT.go.down ground 
 

255. Lob Ratuk nivesa raḳ pevis. 

 and Ratuk good ACT.up quickly 
 

256. Ba, luho semu Ratuk navi, ge-lööho de-yah. 

 and they.two fix.up Ratuk his.skin and-they.three they-ACT.go.back 
 

257. Yah de-verup begganġ lo, lob avëh lo, 

 ACT.go.back they-ACT.come.up house IDEN and woman IDEN 
 

me-do ne-ya nos in bë lööho de-ga lo, lob 

POT- CONT- food for ACT.like they.three they- IDEN and 
 

nahën me-do sero nos. 

still POT-stay look.for food 
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258. Log luho de-semu Ratuk pevis me-de-tunġ raḳ 

 and they.two they-fix.up Ratuk quickly and-they-3P.ACT.put ACT.up 
 

yah begganġ saga log93, 

ACT.go.back house there and 
 

258a. “Venë-m ge-to lo, na-diiḳ lo, gwe-vong aggis 

 wife-your 3P.POT-come.down IDEN POT-die IDEN you.POT-do G-string 
 

nyë semun lo jaḳ na lob vesa doḳ.” 

its.neck fringe IDEN POT.on POT.go and alive POT.in 
 

259. Lob Ratuk vonġ ne-bë sën-ë. 

 and Ratuk 3P.ACT.do CONT-ACT.like this-LOC 
 

260. Log mëm avëh vo nos me-verup. 

 and good woman ACT.harvest food and-ACT.come.up 
 

261. Be-nër bë, 

 and-ACT.say ACT.like 
 

261a. “Ave94! 

 EXCLAM 
 

261b. Aġuu lu Amon-e! 

 first.son two second.son-VOC 
 

261c. Nos ma rot, ge-maḳ teka om hil a-ha 

 food no very and-must DIM therefore we.INC 1P-1P.ACT.eat 
 

wirek wirek, om ma, ge-sa sero rot!” 

long.ago long.ago therefore no and-I look.for very 
 

262. Lob verup me-tunġ vahek ge-ya in bë 

 and ACT.come.up and-3P.ACT.put string.bag and-ACT.go for ACT.like 
 

sewah begganġ ayo be-revin ġajaġ ya lo, 

rest house its.inside and-ACT.push.aside leaf.screen ACT.go IDEN 

                                                 
93 Almost invariably a quote is introduced by bë ‘like, that’ and most times by nër bë ‘said that’ or an equiva-

lent, but in this case neither occur and the fact that it is a quote is understood from the context.  

94 An exclamation of disgust or frustration. 
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kuung bë mala ne-ya lo, tetolin 

ACT.think.wrongly ACT.like her.face CONT-ACT.go IDEN roll 
 

me-yom diiḳ dob-në be-ne-ggëp. 

and-ACT.come.back ACT.die ground-LOC and-CONT-3P.ACT.lie 
 

263. Loḳ Ratuk ḳo aggis luho vëh ggëp mala 

 but Ratuk 3P.ACT.take G- they.two 3P.ACT.tie 3P.ACT.lie his.face 
 

me-nare mu lo, ge-kweeḳ me-të ggök lom 

and-CONT.stand only IDEN and-ACT.tear and-3P.ACT.throw 3P.ACT.over and 
 

vesa loḳ. 

alive act.in 
 

264. Log luho de-nër vu avëh bë, 

 and they.two they-ACT.say to woman ACT.like 
 

264a. “Alu semu Ratuk in ni-ggin ne-duu 

 we.two fix.up Ratuk because his.attribute-thorn CONT-ACT.prick 
 

honġ lo!” 

you.SG IDEN 
 

265. Mëm d-ë-do nivesa, be-luho ḳo nalu-j. 

 good they-CONT-stay good and-they.two 3P.ACT.take child-their 
 

266. Mewing lu Anii. 

 first.daughter two second.daughter 
 

267. Be-luho de-rig. 

 and-they.two they-ACT.grow 
 

268. Ratuk ḳo nalu avëh luu, lob Amon ḳo 

 Ratuk 3P.ACT.take his woman two and sec- 3P.ACT.take 
 

Mewing muġin loḳ mëm Aġuu rëḳ ḳo 

first.daughter ACT.go.first but good first.son afterwards 3P.ACT.take 
 

Anii tamu. 

second.daughter follow 
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269. Lob de-ḳo nalu-j be-nġahi-j95 loḳ. 

 and they-3P.ACT.take child-their and-many-their ACT.in 
 

270. Lob luho de-nër vu Ratuk luho venë bë, 

 and they.two they-ACT.say to Ratuk they.two his.wife ACT.like 
 

270a. “Hil a-na sepa ata-ġ vaha m-a-na 

 we.INC 1P-ACT.go follow mother-my her.leg and-1P-ACT.go 
 

m-a-ġök sengii96 vu. 

and-1P-1P.POT.go.over dance to 
 

270b. Los-ho yi alam b-alu ġ-a-lë na-bë ne-do?” 

 with-SPEC her people and-we.two 1P.POT-1P-see POT-like CONT-stay 
 

271. De-sap ḳele navi97 los ḳele-beġö-yi98 me-de-tunġ 

 they-ACT.cut tree their.bark with tree.fight.its and-they-3P.ACT.put 
 

ne-do aggata-ta99, ge-de-ya. 

CONT-stay road-road and-they-ACT.go 
 

272. Mëm de-ḳo vuneḳ-sën100, ggaġeng lu nġaa sën 

 good they-3P.ACT.take ACT.decorate-this drum two something this 
 

bë de-döö lo, lom de-ya de-löö sengii 

ACT.like they-POT.dance IDEN and they-act.go they-ACT.dance dance 
 

Daġoraa. 

Daġoraa 
 
 

                                                 
95 Nġahi ‘many’ declines as an inalienable possession. 

96 Strictly speaking sengii is the oral part of the dance, although it is often used to refer to the whole; löö/döö is 
the verb to dance. 

97 Buang shields were normally made of bark, hence the term ḳele navi. Navi really means something like ‘outer 
covering’, and so most often it means ‘skin’. 

98 Here beġö ‘fight’ is used as an attribute of ḳele ‘tree’. But ḳele also means spear, so here the phrase means a 
fighting spear. 

99 The shields and spears were placed at several key places along the road, so that, if they were pursued on 
their return , they would have access to weapons and protection. 

100 Sën may be attached to a verb to change it into the related noun. So, here, it means ‘decorations’. 
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273. Log ya de-töḳ ya me-de-ggök sengii. 

 and act.go they-ACT.find act.go and-they-3P.ACT.go.over dance 
 

274. Lom alam Daġoraa de-taggi nengwah bë 

 and people Daġoraa they-light fire ACT.like 
 

d-ë-lë bë, 

they-CONT-3P.ACT.see ACT.like 
 

274a. “Maḳ alam begganġ bu101 ti sën d-ë-do tena 

 must people house circle one this they-CONT-stay where 
 

me-sën maluh avëh bë de-yam sengii-o102!” 

and-this man woman ACT.like they-ACT.come dance-EXCLAM 
 

275. Rëḳ bë, 

 But ACT.like 
 

275a. “Ma-o! 

 no-EXCLAM 
 

275b. Hil duġin, mehö la su d-ë-do vu la 

 we.INC be.ignorant people some NEG they-CONT-stay at some 
 

rë-o!” 

first-EXCLAM 
 

276. Lom mëm de-löö me-nyëġ ne-ggovek in bë 

 and good they-act.dance and-sun CONT-3P.ACT.finish for ACT.like 
 

ge-heng. 

3P.POT-dawn 
 

277. Yi-ḳ luho de-sap ḳele-beġö-yi lu nġaa, 

 It-EQ they.two they-ACT.cut tree-fight-its two something 
 

be-de-sap ggaġeng ti ving me-de-nër bë, 

and-they-ACT.cut drum one 3P.ACT.with and-they-ACT.say ACT.like 
 

                                                 
101 Begganġ bu is a phrase meaning a collection of houses, or a village. 

102 The clitic –o here and in 275a. is an expression of wonder. 
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277a. “Ġe-ngu me-ġe-na-nër arë103 na-bë, 

 you.SG-POT.cry and-you.SG-POT-say its.name POT.like 
 

277b. ‘Bum bum heng heng104! 

 bum bum heng heng 
 

277c. Ġöm ġöm heng heng!’, 

 Ġöm ġöm heng heng 
 

277d. lob alu rëḳ a-na sengii vu ata-ġ los-ho 

 and we.two afterwards 1P-POT.go dance to mother-my with-SPEC 
 

yi alam, og ġe-bun arë-m rot, be-gwe-nġo na-bë 

her people so you-POT.hide name-your.SG very and-2P.POT-hear POT.like 
 

nyëġ ne-ggovek in ge-heng. 

sun CONT-3P.act.finish for 3P.POT-dawn 
 

277e. Og ġe-ngu me-ġe-na-nër na-bë, 

 then you.SG-POT.cry and-you.SG-POT-say POT.like 
 

277f. ‘Ġöm ġöm heng heng!’. 

 Ġöm ġöm heng heng 
 

277g. Gwe-nġo na-bë alu ġe-vonġ sengii jaḳ, lom mëm 

 2P.POT-hear POT.like we.two 1P.POT-do dance POT.up and good 
 

ġe-na-nër, 

you-POT-say 
 

277h. ‘Ġöm ġöm heng heng!’, 

 Ġöm ġöm heng heng 
 

277i. log mëm ata-ġ rëḳ ge-nġo me-nam 

 and good mother-my afterwards 3P.POT-hear and-POT.come 
 
 
 

                                                 
103 Since he seems to be talking to the drum at this point, one would have expected the second person singular 

form arëm ‘your name’, and he does use that in 277e. Large drums were, in fact, usually given names. 

104 No particular meaning has been discovered for these utterances. They are at least partially onomatopoeic, 
representing the sound made by the drum. 
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ne-jan105 in aluu, lom mëm ga106 beġö doḳ saga”. 

CONT-POT.dance for we.two and good 3P.POT.eat fight POT.in there 
 

278. Lom de-löö rot me-nyëġ ne-ggovek in bë 

 and they-ACT.dance very and-sun CONT-3P.ACT.finish for ACT.like 
 

ge-heng. 

3P.POT-dawn 
 

279. Ḳöḳrëëh ne-su lob Pariiḳ Atov nġo. 

 rooster CONT-ACT.cry and Pariiḳ old 3P.ACT.hear 
 

280. Nġo g-Aġuu tahi sengii loḳ yah Amon 

 3P.ACT.hear and-first.son call dance ACT.in ACT.go.back second.son 
 

avi107, be-luho vonġ bë, 

his.mouth and-they.two 3P.ACT.do ACT.like 
 

280a. “Ata-ġ vuu alu ari-g, alu Amon 

 mother-my 3P.ACT.leave we.two brother-my we.two second.son 
 

ne-do, alu me-do ne-ḳetul loḳ loḳ ġadabeng 

CONT-stay we.two POT-stay CONT-1P.pound ACT.in ACT.in earth.bank 
 

len len, ḳe-desök len len, pepeb ni-ruḳ 

hole hole EQ-landslide hole hole pepeb.tree its.attribute-moisture 
 

ba-ronġ dedonġ, rëḳ Aġuu Ratuk vet aluu 

and-ACT.be.many dedonġ.tree but first.son Ratuk 3P.ACT.feed we.two 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
105 Women danced with a kind of backward sliding motion of the foot, different from the men, and it is the 

women’s dancing action that is described by this verb, ran/jan 

106 The verb gga/ga ‘eat’ has a wide range of meaning, including to be beaten with some instrument. It is also 
frequently used to introduce the Instrument in a clause. 

107 Two people, in this case TukBul and MonHes sing the oral part of the dance in a kind of falsetto voice. Usu-
ally they lead the string of dancers, singing a stanza in one place in the circle, and then leading the dancers 
half way around the ring before they stop to sing the next stanza. The other dancers do not join in the oral 
part of the dance. 
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ne-do b-alu me-do mala-min ne-tum.”108 

CONT-stay and-we.two POT-stay face-ours CONT-ACT.burn 
 

281. Lob ata yam ne-pisek in luho me-ne-löö 

 and his.mother ACT.come cont- for they.two and-CONT-
 

me-ne-tup nenga nenga. 

and-CONT-3P.ACT.run ear ear 
 

282. Löö me-peggirin loḳ luho mala-j 

 ACT.dance and-turn around ACT.in they.two face-their 
 

be-yah to luho demi-j. 

and-ACT.go.back 3P.ACT.go.down they.two back-their 
 

283. Ge-vu luho demi-j be-yah to 

 and-at they.two back-their and-ACT.go.back 3P.ACT.go.down 
 

luho mala-j. 

they.two face-their 
 

284. Lob Amon sis raḳ ggaġeng be-mala 

 and second.son ACT.hit ACT.with drum and-her.face 
 

ḳev me-to me-raḳ ne-ggëp telig109, 

3P.ACT.peel.off and-3P.ACT.go.down and-ACT.on CONT-3P.ACT.lie level.area 
 

ge-luho de-ya. 

and-they.two they-ACT.go 
 

285. B-alam Daġoraa de-du raḳ beġö 

 and-people Daġoraa they-3P.ACT.press.down ACT.on fight 
 

me-de-ya. 

and-they-ACT.go 
 
 

                                                 
108 This is the sung version of their story. The hearers are all familiar with it already, and so it is somewhat 

stylised and not always easy for an outsider to follow. Here is where the suggestion that the place where 
they had been living before they joined Ratuk was the result of a landslide. What the significance of the sap 
of the pepeb tree is, or where the dedonġ trees come into it is not clear. 

109 The flat level area in the village where the dancing was taking place. 
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286. Be-los-ho de-gelu sir me-d-ë-sepa me-de-ya. 

 and-with- they- them and-they-CONT- and-they-
 

287. Om de-gelu sir rot. 

 therefore they-3P.spear them very 
 

288. De-gelu sir rot. 

 they-3P.spear them very 
 

289. De-gelu sir rot. 

 they-3P.spear them very 
 

290. De-yam. 

 they-ACT.came 
 

291. De-sepa sir me-de-yam. 

 they-follow them and-they-ACT.come 
 

292. De-yam. 

 they-ACT.came 
 

293. De-luḳ bël, ge-raḳ yam, lob to 

 they-ACT.go.down water and-ACT.up ACT.come and 3p.act.go.down 
 

d-ë-ggök ya Hobayuun in bë de-na bël 

they-CONT-3P.ACT.go.over ACT.go Hobayuun for ACT.like they-POT.go water 
 

vahi. 

half 
 

294. Lob de-ggök lël lo, luho nër ya 

 and they-3P.ACT.go.over bridge IDEN they.two ACT.say ACT.go 
 

bë, 

ACT.like 
 

294a. “Ham na pin. 

 you.PL POT.go all 
 

294b.  G-alu na-hërin aggata sën. 

 and-we.two CONT-1P.ACT.close road this 
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294c. Alu he-vonġ-in a-ġök nök lël!” 

 we.two 1P.ACT-do.for 1P-1P.POT.go.over POT.go.towards hearer bridge 
 

295. Luho de-ggök yam lël lo, alam agu 

 they.two they- ACT.go bridge IDEN people there.distant 
 

lo, de-sepa in bë ge-to de-gök nam 

IDEN they-follow for ACT.like 3P.POT-go.down they-3P.POT.go.over pot.come 
 

lël lo, loḳ luho de-tah pevis, 

bridge IDEN but they.two they-3P.ACT.withdrew.it quickly 
 

ge-de-yom be-j, me-d-ë-do. 

and-they-ACT.come.back home-their and-they-CONT-stay 
 

296. D-ë-do me-sën luho ggovek ya, be-böp 

 they-CONT-stay and-this they.two 3P.ACT.finish ACT.go and-big 
 

raḳ lo, mëm sën de-vonġ hir huk mëm d-ë-do 

ACT.up IDEN good this they-3P.ACT.do their garden good they-CONT-stay 
 

Bulolo ggovek ge-sën de-vonġ me-de-sepa vaha-j 

Bulolo 3P.ACT.finish and-this they-3P.ACT.do and-they-follow leg-their 
 

be-de-yom. 

and-they-ACT.come.back 
 

297. Ge-luho de-ggurek bël me-de-yom110. 

 and-they.two they-3P.ACT.go upstream water and-they.ACT.come.back 
 

298. Be-mëm luho yom de-verup de-nare 

 and-good they.two ACT.come.back they-ACT.come.up they-CONT.stand 
 

JënAtov111 ge-de-tahi ya bël mala be-de-loḳ tepëḳ 

Jënatov and-they-call ACT.go water its.face and-they-ACT.in question 
 

bë, 

ACT.like 
 

                                                 
110 That is they came back up the Snake River valley, where they had originally come from. 

111 These mostly represent streams flowing into the main river. 
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298a. “Honġ re sën ġe-ne-do bël mala nën aga?” 

 you.SG who this you.SG-CONT-stay water its.face upstream there 
 

299. Rëḳ bë, 

 But ACT.like 
 

299a. “Sa ĠuḲaböö sën sa me-do ne-he-vonġ huk loḳ 

 I ĠuḲaböö this I POT-stay cont-1P.ACT-do garden ACT.in 
 

Jën mala-ë.” 

Jën its.face-LOC 
 

300. Ge-luho de-ggurek me-de-yam be-yom 

 and- they- and-they- and-
 

de-verup de-nare Ġagwee vaha ge-de-tahi ya 

they-ACT.come.up they-CONT.stand Ġagwee its.foot and-they-call.out ACT.go 
 

me-ggurek bël mala bë, 

and-3P.ACT.go.upstream water its.face ACT.like 
 

300a. “Ham re lo ne-do bël mala nën-ë?” 

 you.PL who IDEN CONT-stay water its.face upstream-LOC 
 

301. Rëḳ bë, 

 But ACT.like 
 

301a. “Alu Nasi lu Paġa, ge-Yob lu Vaheenġ, me-sën 

 we.two Nasi two Paġa and-Yob two Vaheenġ and-this 
 

he n-a-do-ë!” 

we.EXCL CONT-1P-stay-LOC 
 

302. Ge-luho-ḳ de-ggurek be-yom 

 and-they.two-EQ they-3P.ACT.go.upstream and-ACT.come.back 
 

de-verup GweeRig, ge-de-tahi bë, 

they-ACT.come.up GweeRig and-they-call.out ACT.like 
 

302a. “Ham re lo ne-do vavu-ë?” 

 you.PL who IDEN CONT-stay above-LOC 
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303. Rëḳ bë, 

 But ACT.like 
 

303a. “Alu Ahëġyin lu Vahakepub sën alu n-a-do Joġ-ë!” 

 we.two Ahëġyin two Vahakepub this we.two CONT-1P- Joġ-
 

304. Luho de-ggurek be-ya verup 

 they.two they-3P.ACT.go.upstream and-ACT.go ACT.come.up 
 

de-nare ĠayosAtov ge-luho tahi bë, 

they-CONT.stand ĠayosAtov and-they.two call.out ACT.like 
 

304a. “Ham re lo ne-do nën bël mala-ë?  

 you.PL who IDEN CONT-stay upstream water its.face-LOC 
 

305. Rëḳ bë, 

 But ACT.like 
 

305a. “Alu Dabubeḳ lu BewëRuġ sën alu n-a-do 

 we.two Dabubeḳ two BewëRuġ this we.two CONT-1P-stay 
 

Marot-ë!” 

Marot-LOC 
 

306. Log luho de-tahi yah vahi yi, Wij, bë, 

 and they.two they-call.out act.go.back half its Wij ACT.like 
 

306a. “Ham re lo ne-do vahi yi-ë?” 

 you.PL who IDEN CONT-stay half its-LOC 
 

307. Rëḳ bë, 

 But ACT.like 
 

307a. “Alu ĠuJebeng lu ĠuVelod sën alu n-a-do 

 we.two ĠuJebeng two ĠuVelod this we.two CONT-1P-stay 
 

loḳ Rahulek-ë!” 

ACT.in Rahulek-LOC 
 

308. Be-ggovek, ge-luho de-ggurek ya 

 and-3P.ACT.finish and-they.two they-3P.ACT.go.upstream ACT.go 
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verup de-nare Mabub me-de-tahi ya bël 

ACT.come.up they-CONT.stand Mabub and-they-call.out ACT.go water 
 

mala bë, 

its.face ACT.like 
 

308a. “Ham re lo ne-do Anööveroo-ë?” 

 you.PL who IDEN CONT-stay Anööveroo-LOC 
 

309. Rëḳ bë, 

 But ACT.like 
 

309a. “Alu Vaġuvenġ lu Atëë sën alu n-a-do loḳ-ë! 

 we.two Vaġuvenġ two Atëë this we.two CONT-1P-stay ACT.in-LOC 
 

309b. Rëḳ alu su ne-bë avëh rë!112” 

 But we.two NEG CONT-ACT.like woman first 
 

310. Rëḳ luho de-nër yah bë, 

 but they.two they-ACT.say ACT.go.back ACT.like 
 

310a. “Maam alu a-nök ġ-a-lë rë!” 

 in.that.case we.two 1P-POT.go.towards.hearer 1P.POT-1P-see first 
 

311. Lob luho de-ya, be-ya de-verup 

 and they.two they-ACT.go and-ACT.go they-ACT.come.up 
 

de-nare raḳ ĠuMelum ge-de-tahi ya bë, 

they-CONT-stand ACT.on ĠuMelum and-they-call.out ACT.go ACT.like 
 

311a. “Ham re lo ne-do bël mala?” 

 you.PL who IDEN CONT-stay water its.face 
 

312. Rëḳ bë, 

 But ACT.like 
 

312a. “Alu Keröḳ lu Davong rëḳ alu n-a-sis 

 we.two Keröḳ two Davong but we.two CONT-1P-ACT.hit 
 

                                                 
112 This appears to mean that they weren’t married as one might expect women to be, or possibly that they 

hadn’t yet reached puberty? 
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ḳele navi.” 

tree its.bark 
 

313. Be-ggovek, ge-luho yom de-to 

 and-3P.ACT.finish and-they.two ACT.come.back they-3p.act.come.down 
 

lob luho de-ḳo Atëë lu Vaġuvenġ ne-tu 

and they.two they-3P.ACT.take Atëë two Vaġuvenġ cont-ACT.become 
 

venë-j. 

wives-their 
 

314. Lom tum de-lövë me-yom 

 and eventually they-ACT.go.downstream and-ACT.come.back 
 

to d-ë-do Sepiiḳnë, lob ari Aġuu diiḳ 

ACT.go.down they-CONT-stay Sepiiḳnë and his.brother first.son act.die 
 

me-ne-ggëp vesa teka rëḳ luho me-do d-ë-su 

and-CONT-3P.ACT.lie alive DIM but they.two POT-stay they-CONT-ACT.cry 
 

lob Amon vonġ paya vu ari avëh, lob ari 

and second.son 3P.ACT.do bad to his.brother woman and his.brother 
 

diiḳ me-ya rot, lob vaḳë jebeng be-vasu 

ACT.die and-ACT.go very and ACT.weave basket and-ACT.put.in 
 

ari loḳ be-rekö nare Sepiiḳnë raḳ ḳele 

his.brother act.in and-ACT.hang.up CONT.stand Sepiiḳnë ACT.on tree 
 

mapeleḳ nema lob sën ni melë to ne-do 

mapeleḳ.tree its.hand and this its.attribute worms ACT.go.down CONT-stay 
 

Sepiiḳnë lob go pum raḳ be-mëm go löö loḳ 

Sepiiḳnë and yams ACT.appear ACT.up and-good yams ACT.dance ACT.in 
 

saga, log tebot lu yes ne-do dob ge-tunġ 

there and tuber.species two tuber.species CONT- ground and-
 

go raḳ ya jök  vavu-në. 

yams ACT.up ACT.go yam.house above-LOC 
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315. Yi-ḳ ggovek saga. 

 it-EQ 3P.ACT.finish there 

6 TukBul and MonNahes 

1. There was only one woman and she went and lived at Jën. 2. Her name was 

Pariiḳ. 3. And she had no husband. 4. She just lived there. 5. She kept on mating 

with a red banana. 6. She bore two children. 7. One, called TukBul, came first. 8. 

And MonNahes followed. 9. It happened like that, the three of them lived there, 

and they killed pigs. 

10. Then, she went to get wingbeans, 11. and the two children remained in the 

house. 12. And the two of them were hungry, so TukBul went and cut the banana 

palm which stood beside the house, and he came back and cooked the bananas 

and he and his brother ate them. 13. Because they thought it was just an ordinary 

banana, but rather, it was their father. 14. The one their mother mated with. 15. 

And the father’s blood went and tipped out on his mother at the garden. 16. On 

her stringbag with the wingbeans. 17. Then his mother thought, “Those two must 

have killed their father.” 

18. That’s the way it happened, and she came back up—she thought and came 

back up. 19. And she said to the two of them, 19a. “Amon and Aġuu. 19b.What 

have you two done? 19c. You thought it was a red banana, but rather this was 

your father that you killed.” 20. Then she thought this to herself, and said to her 

first son, to TukBul, 20a. “Aguu, go and get some water, while Amon and I stay 

here.” 

21. So TukBul, the first born son, went for water, 22. he went down to Ravëtov, 

23. and the creek was dry. 24. Then he went to another creek to get it, 25. Lin-

böpnë creek in order to get it, 26. and the creek was dry. 27. Then he went to 

Ġelönġ creek 28. to get it, 29. and the creek was dry. 30. So he went on, he went 

towards the headwaters up there. 31. To Paḳëḳnë creek 32. in order to get it, 33. 

and the creek was dry. 34. He went to Bepanġ in order to get it, 35. and the creek 

was dry. 36. He went to Dedumnë to get it, 37. and the creek was dry. 38. He 

went to Seeḳ creek, 39. and there was water in it, 40. and he got some. 

41. He came back down to Dedumnë, and the water was flowing. 42. So he tipped 

his water out and took some more. 46. He came back down to Bepanġ, and the 

water was flowing, so he tipped his out and took some more. 44. He came back 
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down to Paḳëḳnë and the water was flowing so he tipped his out and took some 

more. 45. He came back down to Linböpnë, so he tipped his out and took some 

more. 46. He came back down to Ravëtov, and the water was flowing, 47. and he 

tipped his out and took some more. 48. He was close to the house where the three 

of them lived, 49. and he came back up. 

50. Then he saw that MonNahes was crying, 51. and he thought, 51a. “Oh! 51b. 

My mother said this to me, so this has happened, she has left Amon here, and she 

must have already gone. 51c. Now what am I going to do with Amon?” 52. But he 

couldn’t think of anything, so he came back and put some cooked food in a string-

bag with some pig on top, and he carried it over his shoulder at his side. 

53. Then he fastened a sling, 54. and he put his brother into it. 

55. Next he grabbed a spear, 56. and he threw it towards Mapos. 57. But the spear 

returned. 58. Then he threw it up along the river towards the headwaters, 59. and 

it returned. 60. Then he threw the spear across the other side of the river, and it 

returned. 61. Finally he threw it down river and it went downstream; then the 

spear went vup and followed the river down. 

62. Then the two brothers followed the spear, and they followed the river down. 

63. They followed the river and they went downstream. 64. They followed their 

mother. 65. And the three of them travelled down. 66. Their mother went, and 

they went. 67. The three of them went on. 68. The three of them went on. 69. The 

three of them went on, 70. and it became night. 

71. The two of them slept on one side at the base of a tree, and their mother slept 

on the other side. 72. Then MonNahes smelled the odour of his mother’s milk, 73. 

and he cried very much. 74. The three of them slept, and the revir bird cried, (a 

little bird called revir cried). 

75. Then their mother got up there and went on. 76. And they stayed there until 

the sun came up then they followed her. 77. The three of them went on. 78. The 

three of them went on. 79. The three of them went on. 80. Then it was night. 81. 

And the three of them slept. 82. Their mother slept on one side, and the two of 

them slept on the other. 83. Then MonNahes smelled the odour of milk, and so he 

cried very much. 

84. It grew light and their mother got up and she went on. 85. And the two of 

them got up and followed her. 86. But they were amazed because their mother 
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squeezed her breasts into a ġulek leaf and left it there. 87. So TukBul gave it to 

MonNahes. 88. And he drank it. 89. Then the three of them went on. 90. The three 

of them went on. 91. The three of them went on. 92. Night came on and the three 

of them slept, the two of them slept on one side, and their mother, she slept on the 

other side. 93. Then MonNahes, he smelled the odour of milk and cried a great 

deal. 

94. When the sun came up, the three of them got up and went on and they went 

down to the river and crossed over and went to Gwe-döpnyë-nalu. 95. And their 

mother went first, and cut a pepeb tree. 96. She made a bridge over the river. 97. 

And she went across to the other side. 98. Then she took her pubic hair and put it 

in the edge of the river. 99. It became a floating reed. 100. And she said, 100a. “If 

Amon and Aġuu fall into the river, the water must not carry  them away. 100b. 

They will hang on to this floating reed and get out of the river on the other side.” 

101. The two of them came down following their mother and they followed her 

and went up in order to go across the river to her. 102.The bridge broke under 

them and fell so that the two of them fell into the water, but they hung onto the 

reed. 

103. When his mother had seen what happened to them, she went to a man at Da-

goraa. 104. And the two of them kept on going way downstream on the other side. 

105. They went very far downstream and then they went back and followed an-

other stream—Bulolo. 106. And they went upstream. 

107. When it was night, they went and cut an earthbank shelter—at Hobayuun. 

108. And they stayed in that. 109. They cut some dry banana leaves and spread 

them out in the earthbank and he and his brother slept in there. 110. That was 

one day. 

111. Then the two of them kept watching as Ratuk weeded his garden. 112. And 

he threw the rubbish away along with cucumber leaves. 113. And the cucumber 

leaves fell down into the stream, and the stream carried them down. 114. And the 

two of them kept on watching. 115. And they thought, 115a. “There must be 

someone up there and he is causing rubbish out of his garden along with cucum-

ber leaves to come down.” 

116. That’s what happened, and Tuk Bul hammered a peg in and tied his brother 

to it in the steep earthbank, and he followed the stream and went up. 117. He fol-
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lowed the stream up a long long way. 118. He saw a little tributary, but it wasn’t 

that one. 119. So he went on and saw another tributary, but it wasn’t that one. 

120. Then he followed a cold one and went upstream. 121. And that was it! 122. 

Cucumber leaves and garden rubbish came down that one, 123. so he followed it 

and went upstream. 124. And he found Ratuk’s garden with cucumbers. 

125. He came up and he was frightened of Ratuk, thinking, 125a. “That thing over 

there is all thorns!”, and he thought that he would kill him and eat him. 126. So 

he hid, until Ratuk finished and left, 127. then he went down and stole some. 128. 

He took some cucumbers and came back, 129. and the two of them ate them. 130. 

And they stayed there. 

131. But afterwards he got up and went back, and he jumped into Ratuk’s garden 

and picked cucumbers. 132. He didn’t just pick them haphazardly.133. Rather, he 

watched where Ratuk was working and throwing cucumber leaves into the river, 

and then he would go and pick cucumbers in that corner where Ratuk was pick-

ing. 134. Then he came back down, 135. and the two of them, they ate them. 

136. Then one day, Ratuk looked for cucumbers. 137. And he said, 137a. “None of 

these cucumbers have any fruit!” 138. There was only one left. 139. With very big 

leaves. 140. And lots of fruit. 141. So he came and hid and lay there. 142. He was 

standing watching and then he said, 142a. “Yes! 142b. Here’s the person who has 

been taking my cucumbers all the time while I’ve been looking for them, he’s com-

ing up over there.” 143. And TukBul went back up to pick more. 144. Then Ratuk 

jumped out and grabbed TukBul’s hand. 145. And TukBul said, 145a. “Are you a 

spirit or what?” 146. But Ratuk said, 146a. “I’m human! 146b. But you, you must 

be a spirit?” “147. But TukBul said, 147a. “No! 147b. I’m human!” 

148. Then TukBul said, 148a. “My mother left me so I was wandering helplessly 

around. 148b. And finally I found your food and consequently I took it.” 149. 

Ratuk said, 149a. “Yes! 149b. So there is only one of me, therefore, since you are 

human, come and the two of us will live together. 149c. But where is your 

house?” 150. TukBul replied, 150a. “No! My stringbag and things are in a steep 

earthbank at Hobayuun.” 151. Then he said, 151a. “My grandchild. 151b. Let’s go 

back and get all your things and come back.” 

152. And the two of them went, 153. and they arrived down there. 154. Then 

TukBul said, 154a. “The little dog there will fall down, it will smell your bad 
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odour and fall into the water. 154b. So I’ll go first.” 155. Then Ratuk followed and 

TukBul went first. 

156. The two of them came up and they were surprised because MonNahes was 

there. 157. And he said, 157a. “It’s my brother, but my mother abandoned the two 

of us and we are wandering hopelessly around here. 157b. The two of us were liv-

ing in this steep earthbank, but we were watching your garden rubbish and then I 

went and kept stealing cucumbers and we have been eating them. 157c. I ham-

mered a stake in and put him in there to stay.” 

158. Then Ratuk exclaimed excitedly, 158a. “My two grandchildren, let’s go 

back!” 159. And Ratuk took MonNahes. 160. And TukBul followed. 161. He took 

their belongings and was following. 162. But Ratuk’s prickles stuck into MonNa-

hes. 163. So he was crying very much. 164. And TukBul said, 164a.“My grandfa-

ther, Amon is smelling your bad odour and crying, so come, I’ll take him. 164b. 

Because he’s afraid of you and is crying.” 

165. That’s what happened, and MonNahes went back to TukBul and he carried 

him himself while his grandfather carried their things and the three of them came 

back. 166. They came back up to Ratuk’s place. 167. And they stayed there. 

168. That was one day. 169. The three of them stayed there. 170. Then he said to 

his two grandchildren, 170a. “You two sleep! 170b. You stay here, 170c. and I will 

go and get cassowary and wild pig for us. 170d. For us to eat. 171. He went and 

got pig and cassowary and came back down.172. and the three of them cut them 

up. 173. And cooked them. 174. And the two saw that he was in a great hurry to 

cook them. 175. They watched him and were thinking, 176. that,176a. “He’s do-

ing this for us and we two are still working at it while he is doing it in such a great 

hurry, and what is he going to do with it?” 177. Because Ratuk was in a great 

hurry to cook it and put it at the foot of the datev tree. 178. The two saw that the 

stuff was cooked and he took it and went and tipped it out. 179. And he hit him-

self against the tree and made a thudding noise, tuk tuk. 

180. That was one day. 181. Then another day, the three of them were there. 182. 

And it happened that he went back again. 183. He said, 183a. “You two stay here. 

183b. You two stay and make a garden for our food.  183c. But me, I’m going for 

our meat.” 184. He went back and killed pig and cassowary and, as for him, he 

came back down. 
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185. He was in a great hurry to cook it. 186. He put the meat for the three of them 

down and his two grandchildren were getting it ready to cook it.187. He was in a 

great hurry and cooked it quickly. 188. And he took it away. 189. He went and 

tipped it out at the foot of the datev tree. 190. And as for him, he hit himself 

against it and made a thudding noise, tuk tuk. 

191. Then it happened another time and he said, 191a. “My two grandchildren, 

you two stay here but as for me, I will go back for our meat.” 192. Then he went, 

and one of his grandchildren went as well. 193. TukBul went. 194. He went and 

watched. 195. He said to his brother, 195a. “Second son, you stay here. 195b. And 

I will go and see what it is our grandfather goes and does.” 196. And he followed 

him and went and watched. 197. He saw the cassowary and pig. 198. Everything, 

just rotting at the foot of the datev tree. 199. And he came back down and said to 

his brother, 199a. “Second son! 199b. This grandfather of ours goes and tips out 

the stuff, this pig and cassowary, and just leaves it at the foot of a tree, and he has 

built a house for it. 199c. And it’s there. 199d. Therefore, seeing it is like this, 

what are we two going to do for him?” 200. The two of them went and saw it, and 

they thought, “200a. Why do you suppose he does this?" 

201. Then the two of them said, 201a. “Let my grandfather go and keep looking 

for our pig and cassowary until the sun sets.” 202. And they collected ants and 

centipedes, scorpions, wasps. 203. All these things. 204. And they put them down 

at the base of a datev tree. 205. And they really bored into it. 206. They bored out 

the nostrils. 207. And they bored out the mouth. 208. And they bored out the va-

gina. 209. And they bored out the ear holes. 210. And the eyes. 211. And the 

anus. 212. And it was finished. 

213. Then the two of them saw that that just about finished it off. 214. Then one 

of them sewed legbands. 215. And the other sewed armbands. 216. And it was fin-

ished. 

217. Then the two of them stood at a distance and they spoke and the thing took 

on reality and became a woman. 218. And one of them twisted the red cord, and 

the other tore the strips for the grass skirt. 219. And they girded the cord around 

her and covered her with the grass skirt. 220. And they put the person into this 

house. 221. And they hung up a leaf screen for it. 222. And they instructed her 

saying, 222a. “When you see Ratuk come down and put the pig and things down 
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for you, he will roll back and die and lie there, so lay your grass skirt with that 

cord with the fringed edges over him and he will come back to life. 

223. That’s what happened. 224. Then the two of them went back and waited. 

225. And the two of them said, 225a. “The sun is setting, so let Ratuk find a big 

animal and take it and come so we three can eat!” 226. And he found one and 

came down and said, 226a. “First son and second son! 226b. There were no ani-

mals at all, while I searched. 226c. Until just now, and I killed this one young pig 

and brought it and came.” 227. And the two of them said, 227a. “Yes, all right! 

227b. It’s happened that we three have eaten every day, so that’s OK and you have 

found one and come back.” 

228. Then Ratuk cooked it quickly and went to put it at the foot of the datev tree. 

229. Ratuk took the pig and went up in order to put it at the foot of the datev tree, 

he opened the leaf screen to look inside and he was amazed at the woman, and he 

rolled back and knocked himself out on the ground and died and lay there. 230. 

But the woman jumped down quickly and laid her grass skirt and fringed cord on 

him and he came to life. 

231. Then Ratuk came back all exuberant over the two. 232. And he said to his 

two grand children, 232a. “My two grandchildren. 232b. Whatever did you two 

do to this woman of mine to make her so good?” 233. TukBul said, “233a. My 

grandfather, we two saw that you were making very hard work out of it. 233b. 

You were hitting yourself against it, and you weren’t getting any real benefit. 

233c. And all those things made you sweat. 233d. And it just wasn’t satisfactory 

like that, so here we have made her to become your wife. 

234. That was that, and Ratuk had intercourse with his wife and the two of them 

slept that night. 235. But the two people slept with their ears open. 236. And 

Ratuk’s thorns stuck into the woman. 237. And she lay tossing about and making a 

noise every night. 238. Then another night, the two of them thought, 238a. “No! 

238b. This woman is good but this grandfather of ours has thorns. So! We will 

see.” 

239. And the two of them went. 240. The three of them went. 241. And they said 

to the woman, 241a. “Grandmother! 241b. You stay and prepare our food, and we 

and our grandfather will go and light a fire in order to catch bandicoots and such 

things for us along the river. 241b. All these animals by the river. 241c. So we can 

eat later today. 241d. So you go for food and come and cook it.” 
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242. The three of them went down by the river. 243. And they burned among the 

reeds in order to catch bandicoots. 244. The three of them burned and second son 

crawled along the ground and went and hung a stringbag up back in the middle. 

245. At the base of an earthbank. 246. Then the two of them said, 246.a “Hey, 

grandfather! 246b. The stringbag is hanging over there, therefore the fire will 

come and consume it, so you run and go and get it first.” 

247. That’s what happened, and Ratuk said, 247a. “My two grandchildren! 247b. 

You wait and I will go through this gap here and go and get the stringbag first.” 

248. What they said was, 248a. “Run and go quickly.” 249. And Ratuk thought 

that he would go into the middle and go and get it. As his hand was reaching out 

for the stringbag, the two of them lit the fire and it surrounded Ratuk. 

250. Then the fire went vup and really burned Ratuk. 251. And Ratuk called out, 

251a. “Who told you  that I would kill you two? 251b. I thought that you two 

would do good to me, and you have deceived me and lit the fire to burn me.” 252. 

But the two of them called out, 252a. “You won’t die grandfather. 252b. You 

won’t die.” 253. It was hot and the two of them were quick, and Ratuk fell and lay 

there. The two of them extinguished the fire and went and carried Ratuk and 

came back and scraped his skin down into the water. 254. And they rubbed Ratuk 

in the dirt. 255. And Ratuk came good quickly. 256. The two of them fixed up 

Ratuk’s skin, and the three of them went back home. 

257. They went back up to the house, and the woman had gone for food for them 

to eat, and she was still looking for it. 258. Then the two of them fixed Ratuk up 

quickly and they put him back up in that house, and 258a. “When your wife 

comes down, she will die, so put the cord with the fringed edge on her and she 

will come back to life.” 259. And Ratuk did as they said. 

260. Meanwhile the woman harvested some food and came up. 261. And she said, 

261a. “Alas! 261b. Hey, first son and second son! 261c. There was really no food, 

there must have been just a little, and we have eaten it long since so there is none 

left. I really searched for it! 262. And she came up and put down her stringbag 

and went to rest in the house and she pushed aside the leaf screen, thought she 

would look in, rolled back and died on the ground and lay there. 

263. Then Ratuk took the cord the two had tied at his front and left hanging there, 

and he tore it off and threw it over her and she came to life. 264. And the two said 
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to the woman, 264a. “We fixed Ratuk up because his thorns were sticking into 

you!” 

265. So they lived well, and the two of them bore children. 266. First daughter 

and second daughter. 267. And the two of them grew up. 268. Ratuk had two 

daughters and second son married first daughter first and then later on first son 

married second daughter. 269. And they had children and they multiplied. 

270. Then the two of them said to Ratuk and his wife, 270a. “We will go and fol-

low my mother’s footsteps and go and dance there 270b. with her people, and we 

will see if she is there.” 271. They cut shields and spears and they put them at 

various places along the road, and they went. 272. And they took decorations, 

drums and these things for dancing, and they went and danced at Daġoraa. 

273. When they arrived they went up to dance. 274. And the Daġoraa people lit 

fires so they could watch, saying, 274a. “Where do you suppose the village is 

where these people live that these men and women should come to dance?” 275. 

And they answered, 275a. “No idea! 275b. We don’t know, there’s no one else 

lives around here!” 276. And then they danced and the night was nearly over and 

close to dawn. 

277. What had happened was that the two of them had made spears and things, 

and a drum as well and they said, 277a. “When you sound you will say its113 name 

like this, 277b. ‘Bum bum heng heng!’ 277c. ‘Ġöm göm heng heng!’, 277d. and we 

two will go and dance to my mother and her people, so really hide your name, un-

til you hear that the sun is about to rise. 277e. Then you will sound and say like 

this, 277f. ‘Ġöm göm heng heng!’ 277g. When you hear that we have started the 

dance, then you will say, 277h. ‘Ġöm göm heng heng!’, 277i. And then my mother 

will hear and come and dance for us, and then she will feel the club at that point.” 

278. Then they danced for a long time and the sun was almost ready to rise. 279. 

The rooster crowed and Pariiḳ Atov heard it. 280. She heard that first son was 

calling the dance along with second son and the two of them sang, 280a. “My 

mother abandoned me and my brother, second son and I remained, we were wan-

dering helplessly around in holes in earthbanks, it happened that there were holes 

in a landslide, the sap of the pepeb tree and many dedonġ trees, but Ratuk fed us 

and we lived.” 

                                                 
113 See footnote to this sentence in the actual text. 
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281. Then his mother came and exclaimed excitedly over the two of them and she 

danced and ran around them. 282. She danced and turned in front of them and 

went back and came down behind them. 283. And she was behind them and came 

back down in front of them. 284. Then second son hit her with the drum and her 

face peeled off and she fell down and lay on the level area and the two of them 

left. 

285. And the Daġoraa people took up the fight and went after them. 286. And 

they kept on following them and throwing spears at each other. 287. So they 

really speared each other. 288. They really threw spears at each other. 289. They 

really threw spears at each other. 290. They came. 291. They followed them and 

came. 292. They came. 293. They went down to the river and came up, and they 

came down and went up to Hobayuun in order to cross to the other side of the 

river. 

294. As they went over the bridge, the two of them said, 294a. “You all go on. 

294b. And we two will close off this road. 294c. We two are about to cross over 

the bridge to you.”114 295. The two of them came and crossed over the bridge. The 

people over there115, they followed in order to go down and cross over the bridge 

and come after them, but the two of them withdrew it quickly116, and then they 

came back to their home and lived there. 

296. They lived there, and the two of them finished up. They became big, they 

made their gardens but then they finished living at Bulolo and they retraced their 

footsteps and they came back. 297. They came back upstream. 298. And they 

came up and stood at JënAtov and called up to the headwaters of the stream, ask-

ing, 298a. “Who are you living up there in the headwaters?” 299. And the reply 

came, 299a. “I am ĠuḲaböö here, I am making gardens here in the Jën headwa-

ters.” 300. Then the two of them went upstream and they came back up and stood 

at the mouth of the Ġagwee stream and they called up the stream to the headwa-

ters saying, 300a. “Who are you living up there in the headwaters?” 301. And the 

answer came, 301a. “We are Nasi and Paġa, and Yob and Vaheenġ, and we live 

here!” 302. And the two of them, they went upstream and came back up to 

                                                 
114 They are speaking at this point to the rest of their own people who came with them—presumably the de-

scendants of Ratuk and his wife. 

115 That is, the Dagoraa people. 

116 So they weren’t able to cross and follow them. 
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GweeRig and they called out, 302a. “Who are you living up there?” 302a. Back 

came the answer, 303a. “We two are Ahëġyin and Vahakepub here, we are living 

at Joġ.” 304. The two went upstream and went and came up and stood at ĠayosA-

tov and they called out, 304a. “Who are you living up there in the headwaters?” 

305. Back came the answer, 305a. “We are Dabubeḳ and BewëRuġ here, we are 

living at Marot!” 306. Then the two of them called back across the river to Wij, 

saying, 306a. “Who are you living across there?” 307. But the reply came, 307a. 

“We are ĠuJebeng and ĠuVelod here, we are living in Rahulek.” 

308. After that, the two of them went upstream and went up and stood at Mabub 

and they called to the headwaters saying, “308a. Who are you living there at 

Anööveroo?” 309. But the reply came, 309a. “We two are Vaġuvenġ and Atëë 

here, we are living in here! 309b. But we are not like women yet!”. 310. Then the 

two of them replied, “In that case we will come to you and see!” 

311. Then they went on, and they went and came up and stood on ĠuMelum and 

they called out saying, 311a. “Who are you living at the headwaters?” 312. But 

the response was, 312a. “We are Keröḳ and Davong but we are making shields.” 

313. After that the two of them came back down and they took Atëë and Vaġu-

venġ as their wives. 

314. Then eventually they went downstream and they came back down and lived 

at Sepiiḳnë, and his brother, the first born son, died and lay there only just alive 

and the two of them were crying and second son did wrong to his brother’s wife, 

and his brother died and went completely, and they wove a leaf basket and put his 

brother in and hung it up at Sepiiḳnë on the branch of a mapeleḳ tree and then it 

became full of worms and fell down at Sepiiḳnë and yams appeared from it and 

then the yams danced there, and the tebot tubers and the yes tubers remained on 

the ground and he put the yams up into the yam house up above. 

315. That’s the end. 
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